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ABSTRACT
For nearly two centuries, it has been known that biological diversity is not homogeneously
distributed across the planet, and yet a general explanation for this variation remains elusive.
Hundreds of studies have found that taxonomic diversity (i.e., richness) is strongly associated
with characteristics of the environment. Measures of energy or climate seem to be particularly
strong correlates of richness, while measures of environmental heterogeneity are typically of
secondary importance. The pervasiveness of richness-environment correlations has been seen as
evidence that diversity gradients result from environmental gradients. However, effects of
environment on diversity may have been overestimated. In this dissertation, I used comparative
analyses and computer simulations to test whether environmental energy and climate are truly
general determinants of richness gradients at broad scales.
I found that energy and climate are strong correlates only of diversity patterns of species
with broad distributions. Richness of narrowly distributed species is weakly associated with
environment, and it is heterogeneity (not energy or climate) that better accounts for richness of
these species. This questions the idea that environment (particularly energy/climate) is an
important and general determinant of diversity gradients, as richness of a large proportion of
species (those with narrow distributions) are not strongly associated with environmental
characteristics. Moreover, I found that the stochastic diversification of clades can produce
frequent, but spurious, richness-environment relationships. Thus, pervasiveness of empirical
richness-environment correlations might not be reliable evidence for environmental effects on
the production of richness gradients. This also suggests that re-evaluation of richnessenvironment relationships using appropriate null models, which incorporate the diversification
process, could lead to important new insights about the determinants of richness patterns. For
x

example, I found that when comparing empirical richness-environment relationships to those
expected by random clade diversification, the perceived effects of energy/climate are reduced
while the effect of environmental heterogeneity is increased. This suggests that heterogeneity
might play a more significant role in the formation of richness gradients than previously
assumed. My results have important implications for theories developed to explain diversity
gradients, and for efforts to predict the future of biodiversity in the face of large scale changes in
climate.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
At the core of research in ecology and evolution is our desire to understand how diversity
changes through space and time, and what mechanisms are responsible for this variation. One of
the most striking features of life on earth is the gradients in diversity that occur at broad spatial
extents, across continents and the planet (Willig et al. 2003). Broad scale gradients have been
described for many measures of biodiversity (e.g., Stevens et al. 2003, 2006), but changes in
species richness (i.e., numbers of species) have been the focus of most research (Hillebrand
2004), and remain one of the most studied topics in ecology and biogeography. For roughly 200
years, we have known that the number of species changes dramatically from one region to
another (Hawkins 2001, Brown and Sax 2004). The first scientific descriptions of this variation
can be traced back to the work of European explorers in the early 1800's, and particularly to
Alexander Von Humboldt. Since Von Humboldt first brought focus on these patterns, biologists
have worked to describe and explain broad scale gradients in species richness. Research has
demonstrated that species richness gradients are nearly universal. Spatial variation in species
richness has been reported for all types of terrestrial and aquatic organisms (Rosenzweig 1995,
Hillebrand 2004), and is also evident in the fossil record (Stehli et al. 1969, Crame 2002, Powell
2007). Moreover, species richness in most groups has been suggested to have a common pattern
of variation, with diversity peaking in warm and humid habitats (near the tropics), and
decreasing towards the poles, where habitats become colder or drier (Rosenzweig 1995,
Hillebrand 2004, Qian and Ricklefs 2008). Because of their striking prevalence, it is not
surprising that many of the most important biologists of all time have dedicated a significant
amount of effort to understand the forces that generate and maintain diversity gradients (Wallace
1878, Darwin 1909, Dobzhansky 1950, Hutchinson 1959, Simpson 1964, MacArthur 1972).
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Understanding the mechanisms behind diversity gradients continue as a focus of intense
research, and a general explanation remains elusive. Instead of moving towards a unified model
for the production of diversity gradients, research in the past decades has lead to an enormous
increase in the number of proposed hypotheses: six explanations were considered as the most
important in 1966 (Pianka 1966); but by 2003 that number had risen to roughly 30 (Willig et al.
2003). Many of these proposed hypotheses can be considered as applicable to only a small group
of organisms, and consequently might not be an explanation for what seems to be a very general
pattern (Willig et al. 2003, Hawkins et al. 2007b). Other hypotheses are circular, requiring high
diversity of some organisms to explain diversity gradients of others (Rohde 1992). Nevertheless,
there are still multiple viable explanations, and distinguishing among them has proven to be an
extremely challenging endeavor.
Explaining what drives diversity gradients would be a major scientific accomplishment;
but this knowledge could also be crucial for conservation of biodiversity, particularly in face of
increasingly prevalent broad scale changes to climate and natural habitats caused by human
activity (Kerr et al. 2007). For example, knowing what determines the number of species that cooccur in a particular region might help us predict which regions of the planet will be most
threatened by loss of diversity and ecosystem functions as climate changes. Various recent
studies have tried to provide this type of prediction (Currie 2001, Dormann et al. 2008, Algar et
al. 2009, La Sorte et al. 2009). For example, Sommer et al. (2010) used the expected changes in
climate, particularly on temperature and precipitation, to predict how different areas of the planet
will change in their capacity for maintaining species richness. They found that regions of the
planet that are currently warm and humid will likely reduce their capacities for maintaining
diversity as they become drier; on the other hand, temperature increases for many temperate
2

regions will probably increase their capacities to support species. If these predictions were
accurate, it would mean that tropical regions, where most biological diversity is concentrated,
will suffer most from climate change.
Sommer et al.'s (2010) predictions are based on the assumption that characteristics of the
environment influence how many species can co-occur in a particular place in the planet. This
assumption represents one of the most long lasting and best studied ideas about how diversity
gradients are produced (Hawkins et al. 2003, Hawkins 2004). Many studies in past decades have
found that species richness and environmental characteristics are correlated (Wright et al. 1993,
Field et al. 2009). These richness-environment relationships have been found in vertebrates,
invertebrates, plants, on mainland sites and islands, in oceans, lakes, rivers, etc. The
pervasiveness of correlations between richness and the environment has been suggested to reflect
a mechanistic (i.e., causal) relationship, where richness gradients result from environmental
gradients (e.g., Hawkins 2004).
Previous analyses have also demonstrated that not all environmental characteristics
correlate with richness in the same way. Measures of ambient energy (kinetic or chemical),
climatic conditions (e.g., temperature or seasonality) and environmental heterogeneity (i.e.,
spatial variation in environmental conditions) have been frequently contrasted against each other
in terms of their power to account for diversity gradients. Recently, Field et al. (2009) reviewed
this literature, compiling results from hundreds of analyses. They found that generally measures
of habitat energy (e.g., productivity) and climate (e.g., temperature) explain more variation and
are more frequently the best explanation for richness gradients than measures of environmental
heterogeneity (and other non-environmental predictors, as well). These conclusions support
previous analyses that have suggested that measures of kinetic (temperature) or potential
3

(productivity) energy are the characteristics of environment that are most likely to influence
species’ distributions and consequently patterns of species richness (Currie 1991, Francis and
Currie 2003, Hawkins et al. 2003, Kalmar and Currie 2007, Kreft and Jetz 2007).
Exceptions to this generality exist; and recent studies suggest that these exceptions might
be more common than previously realized (Jetz and Rahbek 2002, Evans et al. 2005a, Hawkins
et al. 2007a, Tello and Stevens 2010). For example, Buckley et al. (2010) found that although the
species richness of all mammals is strongly and positively correlated with temperature and water
availability, richness gradients formed by individual clades present a large degree of variation in
richness-environment relationships. Many clades have non-significant or even negative
relationships with temperature. Research by Buckley et al. (2010) and others suggests that
different groups of species might have considerably different relationships with environmental
characteristics. Understanding how this variation among groups might be related to species traits
could provide important insights into why environment correlates with richness and what drives
patterns of diversity.
In Chapter 2 (Tello and Stevens 2010), I use a comparative approach to test whether
energetic and climatic characteristics of the environment are general determinants of richness
gradients of bats in the New World. I partition variation in richness into components associated
with three environmental hypotheses frequently used to explain diversity gradients: energy,
environmental heterogeneity and climate seasonality. I conduct these analyses for all New World
species, but also for four subgroups. Species are separated into these subgroups based on an
important trait regarding their distribution: geographic range size (Jetz and Rahbek 2002). If
energy and climate are general predictors of richness, then these environmental characteristics
should work equally well to explain richness gradients of broad and narrowly distributed species.
4

Despite the frequent and significant associations between richness and environment that
have been reported in the literature, the exact mechanism(s) by which environment could
determine species richness remains unknown (Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005b). Many of
the hypotheses that seek to explain richness gradients are variations on how environment
influences number of co-occurring species. For example, the “more individuals” hypothesis
(Wright 1983, Srivastava and Lawton 1998) suggests that as productivity increases, the density
or size of populations increase. In turn, increases in number of individuals can buffer species
from extinction. Thus, regions with high productivity accumulate more species due to decreasing
extinction. Another example is the hypothesis that temperature is positively associated with the
metabolic rate of organisms. In this way, higher temperature can lead to higher mutation rates
(Rohde 1992, Gillooly et al. 2005) and shorter generations times (Gillooly et al. 2002), which
can speed up population differentiation and speciation (Allen et al. 2006). Thus, more species per
unit time are produced in warmer places. Recent reviews of the proposed causes for richnessenvironment relationships have concluded that none of the possible links can currently be
identified as the causal mechanism (Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005b). In some cases,
predictions of the proposed mechanism have not been meet; for example, even in cases where
richness and productivity are highly associated, the expected relationships between richness and
abundance, and between abundance and productivity have not been found. In other cases, critical
predictions have never been evaluated (Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005b).
There are also hypotheses that do not require environmental gradients for the formation
of richness patterns. For example, the time and area hypotheses suggest that tropical regions are
either larger or older, or both. A larger area can sustain larger populations, which can reduce
extinction rates. Additionally, older areas have had more time for species to accumulate
5

(Rosenzweig 1995, Mittelbach et al. 2007). Fine and Ree (2006) integrated these two hypotheses
and found that tree species richness by biome is associated with a measure of area integrated
over time since the Eocene, rather than solely with current biome area.
Recently, it has also been proposed that there are fundamental constraints to the
distribution of species that can lead to spatially structured patterns of species richness without the
influence of environment or any other process (Colwell and Hurtt 1994, Willig and Lyons 1998).
First, we know that species are necessarily distributed within a confined space. For example, this
confined space, or domain, can be a continent (terrestrial species) or an ocean (marine
organisms) (Colwell and Lees 2000). Second, we also know that populations of a particular
species are not simply scattered randomly throughout the domain; they are clumped, forming
aggregated distributions (Gaston 2003). This aggregation is probably caused by many factors,
such as dispersal limitation and the spatial autocorrelation in suitable habitat (Gaston 2003).
Simulation and analytical models have shown that if species are limited by these two constraints
but are otherwise distributed at random (i.e., aggregated species distributions placed at random
within a confined domain), then spatial patterns of variation in species richness are likely to be
generated (Colwell and Hurtt 1994, Willig and Lyons 1998, Colwell et al. 2009, Connolly 2009).
The typical pattern is for expected species richness to be higher in the center of the domain and
decrease towards the edges, but other spatially structured patterns are also possible (see for
example Colwell et al. 2009). Many studies have evaluated whether spatial patterns in richness
produced by this type of model resemble those observed in nature. Results have demonstrated
both close relationships and strong differences (Colwell et al. 2004, Currie and Kerr 2008). It is
now known that these spatial constraints are not likely to be the only mechanism behind diversity
gradients, but it is possible that they do contribute to their formation.
6

Additionally, we know that species distributions and richness gradients are formed during
the geographical diversification of clades (Davies et al. 2005, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez
2008, Colwell and Rangel 2010, Tello and Stevens 2011). I use the term “geographical” to stress
that the diversification of clades occurs in a broad-scale spatial context. Under this framework,
the number of species occupying a particular region increases due to speciation or due to the
expansion or shifting of species’ distributions. Species numbers decrease due to extinction, or to
the contraction/shift of distributions. These processes occur under the same spatial constraints
already identified: a finite domain and aggregation in species distributions. Speciation, extinction
and range dynamics, even if not influenced by the environment, might have an impact on
patterns of species richness. For example, in a spatially explicit model, speciation will produce
daughter species within or near the range of parental species (Coyne and Orr 2004). In turn, this
spatial non-independence in the position of species distributions can increase the spatial structure
in the richness gradient. However, the influence that these processes associated with the
diversification can have on the production of empirical diversity gradients is very poorly
understood.
Few studies have investigated stochastic environment-independent diversification models
for patterns of species richness. The few studies done have focused primarily on describing the
types of patterns in species richness that are expected (e.g., Davies et al. 2005, Arita and
Vazquez-Dominguez 2008, Connolly 2009). There is only one study that has evaluated the
predictions made by such models with empirical data (Bokma et al. 2001). No study, however,
has evaluated whether stochastic diversification can lead to realistic but spurious speciesenvironment relationships; and if they can, how these expected-by-chance relationships might
modify our understanding of the causes for richness gradients and for richness-environment
7

relationships. In Chapter 3 (Tello and Stevens 2011), I build a simulation model in which
richness gradients are produced during the diversification of clades: speciation, extinction and
species range movements are explicitly considered; but are random with respect to
environmental gradients. Stochastic richness gradients are simulated and then regressed against
real-world environmental variables. From these correlations, I describe the types of speciesenvironment relationships that should be expected if environment had no influence on the
production of richness gradients. Expected-by-chance richness-environment relationships are
also contrasted among different environmental characteristics (energy, heterogeneity and
seasonality), and among four domains (Africa, Australia, Eurasia, and the New World). These
analyses allow me to evaluate the assumptions made by previous research that, if environment
has no effects on richness, then 1) strong richness-environment relationships should be
infrequent, 2) the expected-by-chance correlation between richness and environment should be
equal for all environmental characteristics, and 3) they should be the same in all domains.
Null model analysis is a powerful tool for investigating ecological and evolutionary
hypotheses using observational data (Gotelli and Graves 1996, Gotelli and McGill 2006). A null
model is a procedure in which a metric summarizing structure in empirical data is compared to a
distribution of values for the same metric produced by a randomization process. This
randomization process is designed to remove a mechanism of interest, while maintaining other
relevant biological, spatial or statistical constraints potentially involved in the production of the
data (Gotelli and Graves 1996). Null models are useful because they allow the testing of a
hypothesis (i.e., effect of the mechanism of interest) against a null expectation that is not “too
null”, but against one that considers other processes that can create structure in the data. If an
appropriate null model is not used, these unaccounted forces could lead to erroneously linking
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the observed structure in the data with the mechanism under investigation. Despite the popularity
of null model analysis in ecology and evolution, none of the hundreds of studies of richnessenvironment relationships at broad scales have used a null model to test for effects of
environment on their formation of richness gradients.
Because the richness gradient and its correlations with environment are necessarily
formed during the geographic diversification process (Wiens and Donoghue 2004, Donoghue
2008, Colwell and Rangel 2010, Tello and Stevens 2011), a model where speciation rate,
extinction rate and range movements are not influenced by the environment is necessarily a more
parsimonious (i.e., simpler) model than a model including effects of the environment. Thus,
stochastic diversification could be used as a null model for studying whether empirical speciesenvironment relationships reflect the influence of environment on the formation of richness
gradients. In Chapter 4, I use the stochastic diversification model developed in Chapter 3 to
produce expected-by-chance (i.e., null) richness-environment correlations. I then compare the
richness-environment relationships observed in empirical data with these null values.
Environmental characteristics with an effect on richness gradients should have stronger
relationships with the empirical data than with the data simulated by the null model. Finally, in
Chapter 5, I summarize and discuss insights gained by the comparative approach taken in
Chapter 2, the simulation study evaluating spurious richness-environment correlations of
Chapters 3, and the application of meaningful null models to the study of richness gradients of
Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2. MULTIPLE ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINANTS OF
REGIONAL SPECIES RICHNESS AND EFFECTS OF GEOGRAPHIC
RANGE SIZE1
INTRODUCTION
Interest in how numbers of species change across large geographic extents began nearly two
centuries ago with the work of Alexander Von Humboldt (Brown and Sax 2004). During these
two hundred years of research, and starting with Von Humboldt’s original idea that climate
affected species richness, the number of explanations that have been hypothesized to account for
spatial patterns of biodiversity has increased enormously. In 1966 the main mechanisms
considered were only six (Pianka 1966), but by 2003 these included more than 30 (Willig et al.
2003). These hypotheses include a variety of ecological, biogeographic and evolutionary
processes.
Environmental determinants have played a major role in our understanding of diversity
patterns at many scales, from local communities (Borcard et al. 1992) to the entire globe (Currie
2007a). Environmental characteristics have been frequently correlated with variation in species
richness at large geographic scales and the vast majority of results have found significant
associations. Generality of species-environment relationships has been suggested to be evidence
of the importance of environmental determinants in the geographic distribution of biodiversity
(Field et al. 2009).
Environment, however, does not represent a simple mechanism. Most environmental
variables that have been associated with species richness can be grouped into at least three
distinct hypotheses: energy, heterogeneity and seasonality. These three hypotheses have been
1 Reprinted from Ecography with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Citation: Tello, J. S., and R. D. Stevens.
2010. Multiple environmental determinants of regional species richness and effects of geographic range size.
Ecography 33:796-808.
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mechanistically linked to patterns of species richness in a multitude of ways (see Appendix A),
which include effects on co-existence of species within communities, turnover of species
composition across space, or rates of speciation and extinction (Pianka 1966, MacArthur 1972,
Rohde 1992, Willig et al. 2003, Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005b, Allen et al. 2007,
Mittelbach et al. 2007).
The energy or energy-water hypothesis has been frequently supported and is one of the
most broadly accepted ideas to explain geographic patterns of species richness. A number of
studies have associated measures of temperature, productivity or water availability with numbers
of species (e.g. Currie 1991, Hurlbert and Haskell 2003, Storch et al. 2006). These studies
frequently find that the relationship is not only significant but also strong. Environmental
heterogeneity has also been commonly investigated. Coincidence of high species richness with
geographically complex areas is usually readily apparent (e.g. Simpson 1964). In general,
evidence in favor of this mechanism is less than for energetic determinants. Nevertheless,
environmental heterogeneity has frequently been found to significantly account for variation in
species richness (e.g. Badgley and Fox 2000, Rahbek and Graves 2001, Diniz-Filho et al. 2004).
Seasonality has been much less empirically investigated than energy or heterogeneity. However,
studies that have considered seasonality provide mixed evidence for seasonality as a strong
determinant of large scale variation in species richness (e.g. Kay et al. 1997, Badgley and Fox
2000, Ruggiero and Kitzberger 2004, Qian 2008).
These multiple environmental mechanisms have been typically considered competing
hypotheses (e.g. Currie 1991, Field et al. 2009). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to consider that a
number of different forces can be simultaneously affecting species richness gradients. Thus, an
important step forward to understand determinants of species richness gradients will be to
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develop a conceptual framework that considers relationships among numerous proposed
mechanisms, in particular interactions and complementarity (multiple hypotheses might explain
different portions of species richness gradients). Recent studies have suggested complementarity
among mechanisms and have provided some evidence for its existence (Kerr and Packer 1997,
Diniz-Filho et al. 2004, Davies et al. 2007, Kreft and Jetz 2007, Kreft et al. 2008). For example,
Kerr and Packer (1997) demonstrated complementarity between energy and heterogeneity, where
energy was a good predictor of richness only in places with low energy levels but heterogeneity
became the main predictor in areas of high energy availability. Similarly, there is evidence that
different environmental hypotheses might be more important determinants of richness in
different taxonomic groups (Ruggiero and Kitzberger 2004), in different geographic locations
(Davies et al. 2007), or for richness gradients of species with different attributes (Jetz and
Rahbek 2002, Evans et al. 2006, Terribile et al. 2009).
In this study, we explicitly estimate redundancy and complementarity among three major
environmental hypotheses: energy, heterogeneity and seasonality. We accomplish this by
partitioning variation in richness gradients of bats in the New World into components of unique
and shared effects among variable sets representing each hypothesis. Furthermore, we examine
whether different environmental hypotheses can explain richness gradients of species with
different breadths of geographic distribution; we achieve this by repeating our analyses for four
groups of species defined by their geographic range size.
These analyses could lead to at least three distinct possible outcomes, each with a
different interpretation (Figure 2.1). First, multiple hypotheses might explain significant portions
of variation even after accounting for other environmental determinants (significant unique
components; Figure 2.1a); this result is consistent with an independent effect of each
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hypothesized mechanism, and would suggest that mechanisms are complementary to each other
by explaining different fractions of variation. Second, if variation in species richness that a
hypothesis explains is included in variation that other more important hypotheses account for, the
proposed mechanisms can be considered nested-redundant (Figure 2.1b). In this scenario, the
most parsimonious interpretation is that the likely determinant of species richness is the
hypothesis that can account for most variation, and only this hypothesis should be interpreted as
receiving support from the data. Finally, it is possible that all variables explain similar amounts
of variation and that explained variation is completely shared among hypotheses (Figure 2.1c);
redundant variation cannot be clearly associated to any particular hypothesis, and none of the
mechanisms achieve primacy.

Figure 2.1. Venn diagrams representing probable outcomes from analyses. Three hypotheses are
represented (H1, H2 and H3). Size of circles represents relative amount of variation accounted for by a
particular hypothesis. Overlapping regions symbolize variation that is redundant and explained by
multiple hypotheses. Non-overlapping regions represent independent effects. Three scenarios are
presented: A) despite some redundancy among hypotheses, each one has a significant unique component,
and hence different hypotheses are complementary to each other; B) hypotheses explain different amounts
of variation, however hypotheses that explain less variation are all contained within variation associated
with the most important hypothesis; in this case, explanatory powers of different hypotheses are
redundantly nested; C) different hypotheses all account for some variation in species richness, but they
are fully redundant, there are no unique effects and effects of multiple mechanisms cannot be
differentiated.

Although important gradients in taxonomic, functional and morphological diversity of
bats have been described at broad geographic extents (Stevens et al. 2003, Stevens et al. 2006),
few studies have tested mechanisms behind these gradients (but see Willig and Lyons 1998,
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Stevens 2006, Willig and Bloch 2006), particularly in terms of the environmental correlates of
species richness (but see Patten 2004, Ulrich et al. 2007). Ours is the first detailed test of the
effects and interactions of multiple environmental hypotheses as determinants of large scale
patterns of variation in taxonomic diversity of bats for the entire New World.
METHODS
Species Richness and Range Maps
We calculated taxonomic richness based on bat species distributions from Patterson et al. (2005).
Only those bat species that had polygon layers were included in analyses. These maps were
created by compiling distribution information from a number of different references. Distribution
shape files for each species were transformed into Diva-GIS 5.4 grid files using a template map
of the New World divided into equal area cells of 100 by 100 km (using a Mollweide projection).
Then, the number of species expected to co-occur in each cell was calculated by counting range
overlaps. The species richness map was further reduced by excluding: a) all cells that represented
islands, b) cells that had more than 25% of their area over water (mainly coastal cells), and c)
cells that did not have information for environmental predictors (see below). This resulted in
deletion of about 15% of the original cells. This process led to a map with 3,523 cells
representing variation in species richness values based on distributions of 286 species of bats.
Similar species richness maps were produced for four groups of species defined by the quartiles
of geographic range size: 1) less than or equal to 812,500 km2, 2) more than 812,500 and less
than or equal to 3,320,000 km2, 3) more than 3,320,000 and less than or equal to 9,247,500 km2,
and 4) more than 9,247,500 km2. The first and fourth groups had 72 species each, while the
second and third groups had 71 species each. These richness maps had 708, 2268, 3128 and 3518
cells respectively.
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Much recent attention has been given to issues of how scale affects our understanding of
ecological phenomena, and a number of studies have found effects of spatial scale in relation to
determinants of species richness (e.g. Rahbek and Graves 2001, Lyons and Willig 2002, Hurlbert
and White 2005). Thus, a precise awareness of scale of analysis is fundamental to make sense of
results from different studies. Our analyses represent a study of variation in regional species
richness that occurs at a supra-continental extent across the New World. A more detailed analysis
of how grain size and extent affect observed species-environmental relationships will be
presented elsewhere.
Environmental Predictors
Most environmental variables were obtained from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005). These data
are generated by spatial interpolation of basic climatic variables collected by thousands of
stations around the planet. Elevation data were also obtained from WorldClim, which is based on
information from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission. Resolution of these environmental
maps was of 30 arc-seconds (approximately 1km2 ). Net primary productivity (NPP) data were
obtained from Imhoff et al. (2004). This estimation of productivity is based on modeling release
and retention of carbon using satellite and climate data (Imhoff et al. 2004), and it provides an
estimation of annual carbon production. Resolution of this data is of 0.25 degrees.
All environmental variables were obtained as rasters with resolutions smaller than the cell
size used for analyses. Consequently, we calculated statistics that reflect central tendency
(average) or spatial variability (standard deviation) of environmental variables within each cell.
This was done using Hawth’s Tools v.3.26 for ArcMap (Beyer 2004). For all environmental
predictors except NPP, average number of raster pixels within a richness map cell was 11,326.5;
for NPP, this number was 12.6.
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The energy hypothesis was represented by cell averages of NPP, annual precipitation and
mean annual temperature. These variables represent the main forms of energy that have been
considered in the literature. Kinetic energy is represented by temperature and many studies have
used it as an explanatory variable (e.g. Rahbek and Graves 2001, Kalmar and Currie 2007,
Hawkins et al. 2007b). NPP represents the potential energy stored in biomolecules produced by
autotrophs, which is available to support food webs (Allen et al. 2007). Finally, precipitation
represents water availability, which is fundamental for the transformation of kinetic energy into
potential energy, and is also fundamental for metabolism (Allen et al. 2007). This variable has
been used as a measure of energy, especially in studies of warm desert ecosystems where soil
moisture is a strong determinant of biomass production (e.g. Brown and Liemberma 1973,
Brown and Ernest 2002, Lima et al. 2008). The environmental heterogeneity hypothesis was
estimated by spatial standard deviations of elevation, NPP, annual precipitation, and mean annual
temperature. These variables have been selected to represent spatial variation in climatic and
topographic characteristics that have been proposed to influence isolation of populations and
consequent speciation (Simpson 1964), and co-existence of species based on breath of niche
space (MacArthur 1964). Finally, the seasonality hypothesis was estimated by cell averages of
monthly standard deviation of temperature and monthly coefficient of variation of precipitation.
This represents temporal heterogeneity in climatic conditions that occur within a year. This
temporal variability can either allow temporal niche partitioning (Tilman et al. 1993), or can be
considered to be a form of environmental instability that drives species extinct or forces them to
develop broader niches (Pianka 1966, MacArthur 1972). Each of these three environmental
hypotheses is characterized by variables that have high levels of correlation with other variables
within the same hypothesis (mean rP = 0.525; Figures A.1 and A.2), but lower levels of co22

variation with variables representing a different hypothesis (mean rP = 0.273; Figures A.1 and
A2).
Variation Partitioning Analysis
A variation partitioning analysis is based on a series of multiple regressions (also RDA’s or
CCA’s when multivariate) that allow decomposition of variation in a dependent variable of
interest among components associated with two or more hypotheses and their interactions
(Borcard et al. 1992, Legendre and Legendre 1998). In our study, we used variation partitioning
analysis to decompose spatial variation in bat species richness among three environmental
hypotheses: energy, heterogeneity and seasonality. This process produced eight components of
variation (Figure 2.2). Three components represent variation that can be explained independently
by each hypothesis. Three other components represent variation that can be explained only by
each pair of hypotheses simultaneously. One additional component corresponds to variation that
can be explained simultaneously by all three hypotheses. Finally, one component represents
unexplained variation. Additionally, to produce results comparable to most other studies that
have investigated effects of environmental predictors, we also estimated the full amount of
variation associated with each environmental hypothesis. These analyses where carried out for
richness values based on all species, and also for richness of four species groups based on
geographic range size (as defined above). To account for differences in numbers of variables
among sets of predictors, we used adjusted R2 to estimate explained variation (Peres-Neto et al.
2006). Variation partitioning analyses were conducted in R version 2.8.1, using the function
“varpart” available in the package “vegan” version 1.15-3. No particular variable transformation
was most appropriate for all groups of species; thus, in an effort to make results comparable,
both species richness and environmental predictors were log transformed before all analyses.
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Figure 2.2. Venn diagram representing variation partitioning analysis. Variation in species richness was
partitioned among three sets of predictors: energy, heterogeneity and seasonality. Fractions 1, 2, and 3
represent unique effects of energy, heterogeneity and seasonality respectively. Fractions 4, 5 and 6
represent variation shared by each pair of predictor sets. Fraction 7 is variation associated with the
intersection of all three environmental hypotheses. Finally, fraction 8 is variation in species richness that
is not accounted for by any environmental predictor. e: energy; h: heterogeneity; s: seasonality; Ո:
intersection; Ս: union; |: after accounting for.

Most previous studies attempting to contrast effects of different environmental
hypotheses have taken one of two approaches. First, many studies have simply compared effect
sizes (e.g. R2, standardized slopes, or F values) among variables or groups of variables
representing distinct hypotheses (e.g. Tognelli and Kelt 2004, Field et al. 2009). Comparing
effect sizes can determine which hypotheses explain more variation; however, this approach
cannot be used to reject the effects of mechanisms that explain less variation since these
hypotheses could still be complementary and explain a different portion of the species richness
gradient (Figure 2.1a). Various other studies use some form of variable selection to construct
minimally adequate models (MAMs) to explain species richness gradients (e.g. Currie 1991,
Hawkins et al. 2003a). Although these analyses can suggest complementarity among
mechanisms represented in a MAM, they do not typically consider how much variation is
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explained by different variables, nor give a clear idea about the magnitude of complementarity or
redundancy of different hypotheses. Additionally, it is usually unclear why some variables are
not selected for the model. These rejected variables can either explain no variation or can explain
large proportions of variation, but this variation is already explained by other variables in the
model. This lack of distinction can have two problems. First, when numerous variables are colinear, the production of MAMs can be unstable and hence conclusions from them can be
unreliable. Second, the redundancy among hypotheses could be interpreted in terms of the
interactions among mechanisms, but this information is lost in the construction of MAMs.
Contrary to these approaches, variation partitioning analysis permits more explicit
determination of redundancy and complementarity among multiple hypotheses by estimating
proportion of variation that is 1) explained uniquely by each predictor set and 2) accounted for
simultaneously by two or more predictor sets. Few studies have used this approach to disentangle
effects of various environmental mechanisms on richness gradients at large geographic extents
(e.g. Lobo et al. 2004, Hortal et al. 2008), or of environmental variables and variables
representing other processes like space or history (e.g. Hawkins et al. 2003b, Lobo et al. 2004,
Currie and Kerr 2008).
Bootstrap Confidence Intervals and Permutation Test of Difference from Random
To make meaningful statistical comparisons among different components of variation, we built
95% confidence intervals (CI) for adjusted R2 values by bootstrapping (Chernick 2008; Appendix
D). A bootstrap sample was created by randomly sampling with replacement rows (map cells) of
the original dataset (by definition, bootstrapped data has the same number of observations as
empirical data; Chernick 2008). We then used this bootstrapped dataset to conduct a variation
partitioning analysis as described above. This process was repeated one thousand times, yielding
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frequency distributions of variation associated with each component. The 2.5 and 97.5%
quantiles of these distributions were used to create 95% CI’s around the original estimates.
We also performed a permutation test to estimate whether a particular variation
partitioning component was larger than would be expected by chance. Each iteration of the test
consisted of permuting the species richness vector, and then using this randomly reordered
richness to conduct variation partitioning analyses. One thousand repetitions of this process
yielded a frequency distribution of adjusted R2 values for each variation component expected
under the null hypothesis of random association between species richness and environmental
characteristics. If the original estimate of variation associated with a component of interest was
greater than the 95% quantile of this random distribution, then this component was considered
statistically greater than expected by chance (Appendix D).
Spatial Moran's I Correlograms
To understand spatial structure in species richness and discover whether different hypotheses
explain different spatial patterns in species richness, we constructed Moran’s I spatial
autocorrelograms for species richness and for residuals left by different environmental
hypotheses. Autocorrelograms were built by plotting Moran’s I indices versus distance classes
that were used to calculate them. For our data, Moran’s I values were calculated for 40 distance
classes of equal breadth using the function “Moran.I” available in the R package “ape” version
2.3-1. Correlograms were built for the original species richness, and for back-transformed
(antilogarithm) residuals of energy, heterogeneity, and seasonality regression models.
Recently, much focus has been given to the importance of accounting for spatial
autocorrelation in ecology and biogeography research (Legendre 1993, Beale et al. 2007,
Hawkins et al. 2007a). However, the proper interpretation and use of spatial analyses are still
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unclear (Legendre 1993, Hawkins et al. 2007a). The most important difficulty associated with
spatial autocorrelation is that it can represent a lack of independence among sampling units;
consequently, standard statistical tests can generate inappropriate confidence intervals around
test statistics and can produce rates of rejection of the null hypotheses than are different from
expected (Fortin and Dale 2005); positive spatial autocorrelation produce liberal tests, while
negative spatial autocorrelation produce conservative tests (Fortin and Dale 2005). However,
recently Hawkins et al. (2007a) have demonstrated through a Monte Carlo experiment that
regression results are not necessarily affected by the presence of autocorrelation, particularly
when dealing with regression coefficients. Hawkins et al.’s study also showed that analyses
where positive autocorrelation was removed produced R2 values usually greater than those
produced by non-spatial regressions. Thus, we believe that our analyses are appropriate; R2
values from regular regressions are good, if not conservative, estimates of the true variation
accounted for by a set of predictors.
RESULTS
For all bats, the highest species richness in the New World occurred near the equator, along the
north and central Andes and in the northern most part of South America (Figure 2.3). From these
areas of high diversity there was an accelerated decrease toward higher latitudes. A similar
latitudinal gradient existed for all four groups of species based on geographic range size.
However, differences were also apparent. In particular, the species group with the largest
geographic distributions had its peak richness in lowland tropical South America, while other
groups of species had their highest richness associated with the northern Andes and the Guiana
shield, and Central America for the species group with the smallest distributions. Spatial
structure in species richness was also reflected in the U-shaped pattern of Moran’s I values
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(Figure 2.4 and 2.5). Nearby cells had similar richness values, but this positive autocorrelation
rapidly decreased and became negative at intermediate distances, reflecting mainly dissimilarity
in species richness between the Tropics and north and south temperate regions. Finally,
autocorrelation increased quickly and became strongly positive at large distances, representing
mainly similarity in richness between temperate regions at both extremes of the New World.
Although latitude was clearly an important axis of variation in species richness, there was also a
significant proportion of variation that changed independently of latitude (Figure 2.3).
All-Species Richness Gradient
The full model that included all environmental predictors explained almost all the observed
variation in the richness of all species (92%; Figure 2.6, Table A.1). For all species, energy and
seasonality accounted for very similar amounts of variation (~81%; Figure 2.6; Table A.1).
Heterogeneity also explained a significant proportion of variation, but this was much smaller
than that related to energy or seasonality (~43%; Figure 2.6; Table A.1). Although the amount of
variation explained by energy and seasonality was very similar, variation partitioning analyses
indicated that both hypotheses explained considerable fractions of variation independently of
variables associated with other hypotheses (unique components of ~8% each; Figure 2.7a; Table
A.1). On the other hand, the amount of variation that was associated only to heterogeneity was
extremely small (<1%; Figure 2.7a; Table A.1). The most important fractions of variation in the
analyses for all species were fractions 6 and 7, which correspond to variation accounted for
simultaneously by 1) energy and seasonality and 2) all three environmental hypotheses.
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Figure 2.3. Maps of the distribution of species richness and residuals. Maps for all species and for each
range size species group are defined by columns. Species richness and residuals left by three
environmental hypotheses are given by rows. Grey areas were excluded from analyses (see text).
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Spatial variation in residuals left by environmental predictors provided insight into how
environmental hypotheses might differ in the spatial variation they account for (Figure 2.3, first
column). For the richness gradient of all species, energy predictors produced a characteristic
distribution of residuals, mainly representing inability of these variables to account for high
numbers of species in mountainous regions of North and South America (Figure 2.3).
Additionally, areas like the southern tip of South America and east North America had fewer
species than would be expected by levels of energy they receive. The spatial distribution of
heterogeneity residuals indicated an interestingly contrasting pattern. In this case, most positive
residuals were distributed from lowland tropical forests of South America to south-west North
America (Figure 2.3). In the case of seasonality, most positive residuals were in south North
America, subtropical and north-temperate South America, and Atlantic forest. The southern tip,
part of the west coast of South America, the Amazon, and other areas in the northern extreme of
North America had fewer species than predicted by their levels of seasonality (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.4. Moran's I correlograms of richness and its corresponding residuals for all species. Circles:
species richness. Black solid line: residuals of energy. Dark-gray broken line: residuals of heterogeneity.
Light-gray solid line: residuals of seasonality. Only Moran's I values in the range 1 to -1 are presented.
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Figure 2.5. Moran's I correlograms of richness gradients and their corresponding residuals for each range
size species group. A) 4th group. B) 3rd group. C) 2nd group. D) 1st group. Circles: species richness.
Black solid line: residuals of energy. Dark-gray broken line: residuals of heterogeneity. Light-gray solid
line: residuals of seasonality. Only Moran's I values in the range 1 to -1 are presented.

Correlograms accompanying maps of distribution of residuals (Figure 2.4) indicated that,
in general, residuals had much reduced levels of spatial autocorrelation than richness of all
species. Energy and seasonality removed all negative spatial autocorrelation at intermediate
distances, but heterogeneity could not fully account for this spatial structure. No hypothesis was
able to account for all positive spatial autocorrelation at short distances, but energy did a fairly
good job of reducing the positive spatial autocorrelation at long distances, unlike heterogeneity
or seasonality.
Richness Gradients by Geographic Range Size
Fractions of variation associated with each environmental hypotheses were different among
range-size species groups (Figure 2.6, Table A.1). The amount of variation explained by all
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predictors decreased significantly as the range size of species decreased (from ~92% to ~35%;
Figure 2.6; Table A.1). Moreover, for both groups with large geographic range sizes, seasonality
explained significantly more variation than any other hypothesis, while heterogeneity was the
poorest predictor. In contrast, heterogeneity was the best predictor among the species with small
ranges, while both energy and seasonality lost most of their explanatory power (Figure 2.6; Table
A.1).
Similarly, components of unique variation associated with different hypotheses changed
with range size (Figure 2.7b; Table A.1). For example, seasonality could explain a considerable
proportion of unique variation in richness of species with large geographic ranges (component 3:
~15%; Figure 2.7b; Table A.1), but this component was minuscule for richness gradients of
small-ranged species (<1%; Figure 2.7b; Table A.1). On the other hand, the amount of variation
uniquely associated with heterogeneity had the opposite pattern: very little variation associated
with this component for richness of large-ranged species (component 2: <1%; Figure 2.7b; Table
A.1), and considerably higher variation accounted for in the richness gradient of small-ranged
species (~20%; Figure 2.7b; Table A.1). Furthermore, although components of variation that
reflect redundancy among hypotheses were the most important for the gradient of all species and
for those based on broadly distributed species, this was not the case for gradients based on smallranged species, where the component representing unique effects of heterogeneity took over as
the most relevant fraction of variation (Figure 2.7; Table A.1).
Species richness of small-ranged species had reduced levels of autocorrelation compared
to broadly distributed species, especially with respect to the negative autocorrelation seen at
intermediate distances. The reduction in spatial autocorrelation in residuals was proportional, of
course, to the amount of explained variation. Thus, residuals had much reduced levels of
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autocorrelation than the original gradient for large-ranged species richness; but, autocorrelation
in residuals resembled more closely that of the original gradient for the richness of small-ranged
species (Figure 2.5). For the species with smallest ranges, heterogeneity variables were the only
ones that reduce autocorrelation to some degree, and this reduction occurred mainly at large
geographic distances.

Figure 2.6. Adjusted R2’s associated to various regression models and species groups. Error bars around
effects sizes for each model represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Environment model
represents the regression of richness against all environmental predictors simultaneously.

DISCUSSION
Patterns of species richness at broad extents likely result from a number of environmental and
non-environmental processes. However, most studies have treated different hypotheses simply as
competing mechanisms, with little interest in explicitly considering the magnitude of their
redundancy or complementarity. In this study we have tried to address just this issue by: 1)
partitioning variation in bat species richness among independent and shared effects of energy,
heterogeneity and seasonality, and 2) analyzing the correlation of environmental variables with
richness gradients based on groups of species of varying geographic range size.
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Figure 2.7. Percentage of explained variation (adjusted R2 x 100) associated with components of variation
partitioning analysis and species groups. A) Stacked-bar showing partitioning of explained variation
among components for all species. B) Area graph showing change in amount of variation associated with
each component with change in geographic range size group. Confidence intervals for each component
can be found in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

Environmental Hypotheses and the All-Species Richness Gradient: Redundancy,
Complementarity and Interactions
Environmental determinants were one of the first factors proposed to explain species richness
patterns (Brown and Sax 2004) and are also the most broadly supported by evidence, to the point
of recognition of an almost universal species-environmental relationship (Field et al. 2009). Not
surprisingly, our results demonstrate a strong relationship between species richness of all bats
and environmental predictors in the New World.
Energy and seasonality are the environmental hypotheses that are most closely related to
the overall empirical pattern of bat species richness in the New World. Heterogeneity accounted
for a much smaller fraction of variation in all-bat species richness (Figure 2.6). These results
match most recent studies considering relationships between large scale patterns of species
richness and different environmental hypotheses, which have found that in general variables
representing energy and energy-water interactions explain more variation than variables that
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represent topographic and habitat heterogeneity (van Rensburg et al. 2002, Diniz-Filho et al.
2004, Kreft and Jetz 2007, Hortal et al. 2008, Field et al. 2009). These results have lead to the
conclusion by many that energy is the most likely determinant of patterns of species richness
(e.g. Currie 1991, Hawkins et al. 2003b, Kreft and Jetz 2007). On the other hand, in contrast to
various previous studies (Currie 1991, Ruggiero and Kitzberger 2004, Qian 2008), our results
show that seasonality is a very important predictor and can explain as much variation in bat
species richness as energy does.
By far the largest components of variation in the all-species richness gradient are those
that reflect redundancy between energy and seasonality, and among all three hypotheses (Figure
2.7a; Table A.1). Interpretation of these components is complicated. This redundancy is caused
by correlations among predictors representing different hypotheses. Multicollinearity has long
been recognized as a problem in the study of species richness gradients at large geographic
extents (Francis and Currie 1998), and it frequently prevents a clear discrimination among
hypotheses. Among our redundancy components, the fraction of variation associated with all
three hypotheses is the most problematic, since it provides no information to distinguish among
mechanisms. Thus, at least 38% of the variation could be associated to any of the three
hypotheses. However, it is clear that there is a large component of variation (32 %) that can not
be explained by heterogeneity, but that could be associated to energy or seasonality.
The large overlap between seasonality and energy could be interpreted as 1) simply the
undifferentiated contribution of environmental characteristics that can not be associated to either
hypothesis, or 2) a hierarchical interaction between energy and seasonality. The confounded
effects interpretation is the most parsimonious and conservative one; nothing else can be said
about what this component of variation really represents without further evidence. However, it is
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logical to expect a large overlap in the explanatory power of these two hypotheses since energy
and seasonality are mechanistically linked; seasonality itself is an important constraining factor
on the total amount of energy that a place receives in a given year. Consequently, this component
of variation could represent, at least in part, an indirect effect of seasonality on species richness
by affecting energy availability. More research needs to be done to differentiate whether
variation associated simultaneously with energy and seasonality represents an inability to
distinguish effects of these correlated characteristics, or whether effects of seasonality are
mediated by energy.
Moreover, although energy and seasonality virtually explain the same amount of variation
and are highly redundant, our results suggest that these two hypotheses might be complementary
to each other to some degree. This is so because each can explain about 8% of unique variation
in the richness of all-bat species (Fractions 1 and 3, Figure 2.7a; Table A.1). This can be
considered evidence that multiple hypotheses, and particularly energy and seasonality, explain
different portions of variation in species richness of all bats.
In contrast, heterogeneity has an extremely small unique component, accounting for less
than 1% of variation (Fraction 2, Figure 2.7a; Table A.1). The lower explanatory power of
heterogeneity variables has been confirmed by many previous studies of richness gradients at
large geographic extents (e.g. Patten 2004, Hortal et al. 2008, Field et al. 2009). However, other
studies have also shown that variables representing heterogeneity are frequently included in
MAM's with energy variables (e.g. Davies et al. 2007, Kreft et al. 2008), suggesting that these
hypotheses are complementary. But, most of these studies did not include variables representing
seasonality, which further reduces the importance of a unique component associated with
heterogeneity in our analyses.
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Maps of residuals left by the three environmental hypotheses illustrate strikingly different
patterns of distribution of unexplained variation. Energy is clearly unable to account for high
species richness in topographically complex areas; heterogeneity can not explain the high species
richness in the tropical and subtropical lowlands of South America; and finally, according to
seasonality, there is an excess of species in subtropical South America and in most of western
North America. However, this visually striking contrast can be misleading since it corresponds to
relatively small fractions of variation associated uniquely to each hypothesis, as seen in results of
variation partitioning analyses.
Different environmental hypotheses produce different patterns of spatial autocorrelation
in residuals, which can also provide information on how environmental determinants affect
species richness patterns. Moran’s I correlograms of model residuals reveal that negative
autocorrelation at intermediate distances can be entirely accounted for by energy and seasonality,
but to a much lesser degree by heterogeneity (Figure 2.3). This large negative autocorrelation at
intermediate distances is caused primarily by the latitudinal gradient in species richness, as the
difference between the tropics and temperate zones. This suggests that energy and seasonality
adequately explain the latitudinal gradient in species richness. Heterogeneity on the other hand
produces residuals that still have negative autocorrelation at intermediate distances and a
latitudinal gradient (Figure 2.3).
Overall, we find that our results for the richness gradient based on all species are a
mixture of our a priori expectations regarding relationships among variation explained by
different environmental hypotheses (Figure 2.1). First, energy and seasonality explain and
include almost all of the variation accounted for by heterogeneity; hence, heterogeneity is nestedredundant with energy and seasonality. On the other hand, energy and seasonality have small, yet
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meaningful, portions of unique variation; this suggest that these two hypotheses are partially
complementary to each other.
Size of Species Distributions and the Effects of Environmental Characteristics
Various previous studies have decomposed richness gradients based on size of species
distributions (e.g. Lennon et al. 2004, Vazquez and Gaston 2004, Sizling et al. 2009, Arita and
Rodriguez-Tapia 2009). These studies have shown that the overall gradient is typically
disproportionately dominated by the contribution of only the most broadly distributed species,
and hence patterns of small ranged species have been underrepresented in most studies. This
difference between richness gradients of broad and narrowly distributed species can also have an
important influence on interpretation of hypotheses proposed to account for richness gradients.
This was evident from our results.
First, the very strong species-environment relationship seen for the all-species gradient
was maintained in analyses on large-ranged species, but became only moderate for small-ranged
species. A similar decrease in strength of species-environment relationships has been reported
from the few other case studies that have been considered: Sub-Sahara African birds (Jetz and
Rahbek 2002), mammals of South America (Ruggiero and Kitzberger 2004), Aphodiid beetles in
the Iberian Peninsula (Cabrero-Sanudo and Lobo 2006), and Viperidae snakes of the World
(Terribile et al. 2009). The widely recognized strong species-environment relationship of
richness at large geographic scales could be driven primarily by the effects of only the most
widely distributed species. Richness of small- and even medium-ranged species might be much
more difficult to explain using environmental characteristics. This suggests that gradients of
small- and medium-ranged species might require a different explanation that might involve,
perhaps, historical or spatial processes (Jetz et al. 2004, Jablonski et al. 2006, Wiens et al. 2007).
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Second, the amount of variation associated with different hypotheses changed
dramatically as range size of species decreased. For broadly distributed species, the best
predictors were those corresponding to seasonality, followed closely by energy; heterogeneity
explained far less variation. In contrast, heterogeneity is by far the best predictor of richness of
small-ranged species. In terms of components of variation, the most important for the all-species
gradient are also the most important for the gradient of the broadly distributed species, namely
the redundancy of energy and seasonality and the redundancy of all three hypotheses. But, this
redundancy disappears among gradients of small-ranged species. In its place, the most important
component is the variation that can be uniquely attributed to heterogeneity. Few previous studies
have evaluated the relative contribution of various environmental hypotheses to richness
gradients of species with different breadths of distribution. Most of these studies suggest that
variables representing energy are more strongly correlated with gradients of large-ranged species
(Jetz and Rahbek 2002, Evans et al. 2005a, Kreft et al. 2006, Rahbek et al. 2007), while
heterogeneity is a better predictor of richness of small-ranged species (Jetz and Rahbek 2002,
Kreft et al. 2006, Rahbek et al. 2007). Seasonality has been evaluated in this context only in two
studies, but their results are more difficult to interpret and do not show a clear pattern (Ruggiero
and Kitzberger 2004, Terribile et al. 2009). Our results, and most of the few previous studies on
this issue, suggest that geographic range size could be a different dimension on which
environmental hypotheses complement each other, with seasonality and energy explaining
gradients of broadly distributed species, while heterogeneity is the most important predictor of
gradients of species with small distributions.
Spatial Structure and Determinants of Species Richness Patterns
Moran’s I correlograms indicated that variation in species richness is strongly spatially structured
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(Figure 2.4). The importance of spatial autocorrelation in ecology has been increasingly
recognized and discussed in recent years (e.g. Beale et al. 2007, Dormann et al. 2007). However,
most of this work has focused on addressing statistical consequences of spatial structure in
regression residuals, and has provided relatively little insight into what ecological and
evolutionary forces give rise to this autocorrelation and shape the overall spatial pattern in
species richness. Spatial autocorrelation in species richness can arise either by intrinsic or
extrinsic forces (Legendre and Legendre 1998, Currie 2007b). Intrinsic force is the spatially
contagious processes of species movement (dispersal or migration). External forces causing
spatial autocorrelation are variables 1) that are themselves spatially autocorrelated, and 2) that
can influence species richness. External forces can be biological (e.g. competition or predation
gradients), or abiotic (e.g. salinity or pH gradients). Our analyses indicate that external
environmental characteristics can account for a large proportion of spatially structured variation
in richness, but this effect is mostly restricted to the richness gradient of broadly distributed
species.
A significant amount of autocorrelation remains in the unexplained variation (Figures 2.3,
2.4 and 2.5). The spatially structured variation that cannot be accounted for by environmental
predictors is variable among species groups, but in all cases the positive autocorrelation at short
distances can result from estimating species richness by range map overlaps. This occurs because
range maps commonly do not account for patterns of species occupancy within species
distributions, and consequently generate stronger spatial autocorrelation in estimates of richness
than other methods (McPherson and Jetz 2007). Another possible explanation for this
unexplained similarity among nearby cells might be mass-effects, which are produced by species
dispersal that is not controlled by environmental factors. Mass-effects can cause sites that are
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close together to share more species than would be expected by their environmental
characteristics (Shmida and Wilson 1985). This process has been suggested to be a likely
mechanism accounting for patterns of spatial variation in bats at intermediate geographic scales
(Stevens et al. 2007), and has also been shown to be potentially important for a number of other
systems (Cottenie 2005). For small-ranged species, correlograms of residuals show little or no
reduction in levels of autocorrelation at any geographic distances. This suggests that
autocorrelation in richness gradients of these species cannot be simply accounted for by
environmental variables; other processes, not included in our analyses, must be responsible for
the spatial structure in richness of these species.
Conclusions
Our analyses have shown that environmental hypotheses can account for the vast majority of
variation in species richness of all bats in the New World. There is very little spatially structured
variation in this richness gradient that is not accounted for by environmental variables. Some
positive spatial autocorrelation remains at short distances which may be associated with spatial
processes, like mass-effects. Energy and seasonality are the environmental hypotheses that
account for the most variation in species richness of all species; although highly redundant, these
two hypotheses also have significant portions of unique variation which suggests they have
complementary independent effects. For the all-species gradient and the gradients of largeranged species, the effect of heterogeneity can not be disentangled from those of the other
hypotheses, and the variation it explains is redundant with variation explained by energy and
seasonality.
Range size has an important effect on interpretation of environmental correlates of
richness gradients. As size of species distributions decreases, so does the explanatory power of
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environmental characteristics. Moreover, heterogeneity is the only environmental hypothesis that
remains as a moderately good explanation to richness gradients of species with the most
restricted distributions. This suggests that heterogeneity is complementary to energy and
seasonality along this geographic range size dimension. The idea that measures of energy,
climate and productivity are the strongest correlates of richness (Field et al. 2009) might be
produced by studies that have used all-species gradients and consequently have relied
disproportionately on the contribution of species with broad distributions (Sizling et al. 2009).
Other processes, like habitat heterogeneity, might be required to explain richness patterns of
species with restricted distributions (Jetz and Rahbek 2002). This and other studies have shown
that determinants of species richness might be complex, and place into question the idea that
there are only a few primary mechanisms (if not a single mechanism) responsible for species
richness gradients.
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CHAPTER 3. CAN STOCHASTIC GEOGRAPHICAL EVOLUTION
RECREATE MACROECOLOGICAL RICHNESS-ENVIRONMENT
CORRELATIONS?2
INTRODUCTION
Many hypotheses have been proposed to account for large-scale patterns of diversity and their
most common representation: the latitudinal gradient of species richness (Rohde 1992, Willig et
al. 2003). Among these proposed mechanisms, one idea that has received much attention and
support is that diversity gradients are a consequence of underlying gradients in environmental
characteristics. A major source of evidence in favor of this hypothesis is the frequent and strong
correlations between species richness and environmental variables reported for many groups of
organisms (Wright et al. 1993, Hawkins et al. 2003, Field et al. 2009, Tello and Stevens 2010).
It has also been recognized, however, that not all environmental characteristics have
identical effects, and some might be more important than others (Currie 1991, Field et al. 2009).
Indeed, various environmental characteristics have been shown to correlate differently with
richness gradients. In the most recent review, Field et al. (2009) demonstrated that climate and
energy are frequently the best predictors of richness gradients and produce stronger relationships
than any other environmental or non-environmental hypothesis. In contrast, measures of
environmental heterogeneity are rarely the best explanation for richness gradients. Field et al.
(2009) and others (e.g., Currie 1991, Wright et al. 1993, Kreft and Jetz 2007, Kalmar and Currie
2007) have used these results to suggest that: 1) environmental gradients are important
determinants of species richness; and 2) in particular it is climate and energy, not heterogeneity,
that more likely drives diversity gradients.
2 Reprinted from Global Ecology and Biogeography with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Citation: Tello, J.
S., and R. D. Stevens. 2011. In press. Can stochastic geographical evolution recreate macroecological richnessenvironment correlations? Global Ecology and Biogeography.
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Nevertheless, the exact mechanism behind such consistent relationships between richness
and environment is not well understood. For example, many mechanisms have been proposed to
explain how climatic and energetic variables determine numbers of species (e.g., Currie et al.
[2004] considered three explanations, while Evans et al. [2005] considered nine). It is important
to note that 1) all of these proposed explanations assume a causal relationship between
energy/climate and richness (namely diversity gradients result as a direct consequence of these
environmental gradients), but 2) none has been strongly supported by evidence (see for example
Currie et al., 2004). Explanations for climate/energy-richness relationships have been more
frequently discussed by macroecologists precisely because studies have indicated that these
environmental characteristics are the best correlates of richness at broad scales, but similar
conclusions can be reached regarding causes for relationships between environmental
heterogeneity and richness.
Taking a step back in thinking about determinants of species richness at broad scales, it is
clear that the most proximal mechanisms (i.e., those most closely linked to the production of
richness gradients) are evolutionary/biogeographic processes associated with the diversification
and distribution of clades. Richness in a particular region is determined by the processes of
speciation, extinction and range dynamics, which move species distributions in and out of the
region of interest (Bokma et al. 2001, Wiens and Donoghue 2004, Jablonski et al. 2006,
Mittelbach et al. 2007, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008, Gotelli et al. 2009). Additionally,
these processes typically occur within a bounded domain of distribution (e.g., continent, sea,
large island, etc.; Colwell and Lees 2000). Thus, mechanistic explanations of diversity gradients
at broad scales should explicitly include these basic processes that are responsible for
construction of richness gradients.
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These spatial processes and constraints associated with diversification and distribution of
clades, by themselves, have the potential to create richness gradients that are spatially structured
(Hennig 1966, Bokma et al. 2001, Stephens and Wiens 2003, Stevens 2006, Arita and VazquezDominguez 2008). This is true even if these processes occur independently of any environmental
gradient. This is exemplified by simple simulation models that randomly position species
distributions in a constrained domain. Typically, these models produce patterns of variation in
richness that decreases monotonically from the center to the edges of the domain (mid-domain
effect: Willig and Lyons 1998, Colwell and Lees 2000). Other recent models that incorporate
additional processes can modify this simple pattern (e.g., Davies et al. 2005, Colwell et al. 2009),
but still produce variation in richness that is spatially structured. Thus, spatially structured
gradients of species richness can be produced as an emerging consequence of processes and
constraints associated with the geographical diversification of clades (e.g., speciation, extinction,
range shifts), and without a direct influence of the environment (Buckley et al. 2010).
This spatial structure, which might be a necessary characteristic of richness gradients
produced during geographic clade evolution, may have important consequences for
understanding species-environment relationships. Primarily, an environmental gradient and an
independently produced richness gradient distributed in the same domain might be predisposed
to be correlated just by chance (throughout, we use “chance” to mean non-causal coincidence of
two independently generated gradients). However, little attention has been given to what
richness-environment correlations should be expected in the absence of any effects of
environment on their formation, but when richness gradients are produced during the stochastic
diversification of clades and distribution of species. Here, we investigate to what degree features
of empirical species-environment relationships can be recreated by stochastic simulation models
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based on the evolutionary/biogeographic first principles responsible for the construction of
richness gradients, but where such first principles are completely independent of environmental
variables. In particular, we address the following questions: 1) what is the expected strength of
spurious correlation between richness and environmental gradients?, 2) can certain
environmental characteristics produce higher correlations than others just by chance?, and 3) are
random species-environment relationships different on different continents?
To answer these questions, we produced artificial richness gradients based on a stochastic
simulation model of diversification and distribution of clades. In these simulations, species
speciate, go extinct, and expand or shift their distributions independently of the environment.
Thus, the resulting artificial richness gradient is not directly affected by environmental gradients.
One thousand two hundred repetitions of this model were run across four different continents.
The resulting stochastic richness gradients were regressed against real-world environmental
variables that represent three environmental hypotheses. From these regressions, we estimated
the strength of species-environment relationships that would be expected by chance alone (i.e., if
environment has no influence on the geographic evolution of species richness). We conclude that
some features of empirical species-environment relationships can be reproduced just by chance
when taking into account evolutionary/biogeographic processes underlying construction of
species richness gradients. We propose that future tests of environmental effects on richness
should consider structure of richness-environmental correlations that can be produced by simple
evolutionary models, and that macroecological research should move away from the use of nonbiological non-mechanistic null hypotheses that are implicit in most traditional statistical tests.
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METHODS
Simulations
We used a geographically explicit simulation model of diversification of clades to create
stochastic species richness gradients. We call this simulation model the diversification and range
dynamics model (DRD; Appendix D). Outcome of the DRD model is stochastic species
distributions within a geographic domain. These distributions can then be transformed into
richness gradients by counting number of species with overlapping distributions within specified
regions of the domain. For our simulations, we used as domains four continental masses: Africa,
Australia, Eurasia and the New World. Each domain was divided into cells of 100 by 100 km.
DRD model takes place in time steps. In the first time step, one cell from throughout the
domain is randomly selected as the point of origin for the diversifying clade. The first species in
the simulation colonizes this cell. Then, a target range size is selected at random from a pool of
range sizes. Starting with the second time step, a number of events take place in the following
sequence (more details provided in Appendix B; R function in Appendix D):
1. Each species present in the domain can move its distribution. Probability of range
movement is identical for all species and constant through time. If a species is selected to
move its distribution, then a random direction is selected and the entire distribution
moves one cell in such direction. Accordingly, species distributions follow random walks
within the domain. A distribution can move partially outside of the domain. In such a
case, that part of the distribution is lost and will need to be regained by spread of the
range elsewhere within the domain (see below).
2. Each species in the domain that has not reached its target range size spreads its
distribution sending “dispersers” from each occupied cell to surrounding cells. This
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spread is purely stochastic, and occurs at every time step until the target range size for
that species has been reached.
3. Each species in the domain can give rise to a new species. The probability of speciation is
identical for all species and constant through time. Speciation is modeled as a punctuated
event. For each speciation event, a cell is selected at random from throughout the
distribution of the parental species. This cell represents the point of origin for the
distribution of the new species. This is equivalent to a population or individual from the
parental distribution speciating and giving rise to a new species. Each time a new species
appears, a random target range size is selected from a log-normally distributed pool of
range sizes.
4. Each species in the continent can go extinct. All species present in the domain are
evaluated for survival. If one goes extinct, then it disappears from the domain. Extinction
probability is identical among all species, but it can either remain constant or change as a
function of diversity. This produces two patterns of clade diversification: exponential and
logistic.
After these events have taken place, the simulation moves to the next time step to start
another cycle of stochastic range movements, range growths, speciations and extinctions. The
simulation stops when the surviving number of species in the clade matches a predetermined
number of species plus one. The time between the origin of the last required species and the
additional species allows the last species to develop a distribution. The additional species is then
eliminated from the output. At this point, a species richness gradient is produced by counting the
number of range overlaps in each cell of the domain. Domains remained static throughout the
simulation (no changes in shape or size).
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The algorithm we have developed is similar to other previous models that simulate
geographic diversification while leaving out environmental effects (Bokma et al. 2001, Davies et
al. 2005, Rangel and Diniz-Filho 2005, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008, Connolly 2009,
reviewed by Gotelli et al. 2009); but, it also differs in a number of details from previous
algorithms (Appendix B). More importantly, no previous study has used this type of model to
systematically investigate the kind of richness-environment relationships that stochastic
diversification can produce, and whether these expected-by-chance relationships change among
continents or among environmental characteristics.
Our DRD model was repeated 300 times in each domain, leading to 1200 stochastic
richness gradients. For each repetition, we modified simulation parameters (e.g., movement or
speciation probabilities) to emulate variability observed in diversification and distribution of real
clades. However, parameter variation was not based on real data. Consequently, these
simulations produce entirely artificial richness gradients. Table 2.1 presents the varying
parameters in the model and the parameter space covered by our simulations. We found that
variation in parameter values usually did not have strong or consistent effects on simulation
outcomes, and that most variation in the simulated species-environment relationships was
produced by the stochasticity in the model (Appendix B). Simulations were carried out in R (R
Development Core Team 2008), using BioHPC of the Computational Biology Service Unit at
Cornell University (http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu).
Environmental Predictors
Stochastic species richness gradients were regressed against real-world environmental variables
(see below). These variables were chosen to represent three environmental hypotheses frequently
used to explain empirical richness at broad geographic extents: energy, environmental
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heterogeneity and climatic seasonality. Most environmental variables were obtained from
WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) with a resolution of 30 arc-seconds (approximately 1km2 ). Net
primary productivity (NPP) data were obtained from Imhoff et al. (2004) with a resolution of
0.25 degrees squared. All environmental data had resolutions smaller than the cell size in the
domains. This allowed calculation of statistics reflecting central tendency (average) or spatial
variability (standard deviation) of environmental variables within each cell (Beyer 2004).
Average number of raster pixels within a richness map cell was 10951.84 for all environmental
predictors except NPP; for NPP, this number was 12.43. Energy was represented in our analyses
by cell averages of 1) mean annual temperature, 2) annual precipitation and 3) annual NPP.
These variables represent forms of or surrogates for both kinetic and chemical potential energy
(productivity). Environmental heterogeneity was estimated by within-cell standard deviations of
4) elevation, 5) mean annual temperature, 6) annual precipitation and 7) annual NPP. Finally,
seasonality was represented by cell averages of 8) monthly coefficient of variation of
precipitation, 9) standard deviation of month-to-month variation in temperature, and 10) monthly
range of annual temperature (Figure B.1).
Characterization of Stochastic Richness-Environment Relationships
The 1200 simulated richness gradients were regressed against three sets of predictors, each
corresponding to one of the environmental hypotheses considered. Ordinary least-squares (OLS)
were used for these multiple regressions. Adjusted R2 values (Peres-Neto et al. 2006) of these
regressions were used to estimate strength of species-environment relationships produced by our
simulations. Additionally, to describe the direction of the stochastic species-environment
relationships produced by our model, we investigated the frequency distribution of coefficients
from univariate regressions between simulated species richness and each one of the
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environmental predictors. However, we focused our analyses on R2 values because 1) we were
mainly interested in the explanatory power of environmental predictors and not on the direction
of relationships, and 2) R2 values have been the most frequently interpreted statistic in
regressions between richness and environmental characteristics (e.g., Field et al. 2009). For each
regression, we excluded cells that: 1) did not have any species, 2) did not have information on
one or more environmental predictors, 3) represented islands, 4) had less than 75% of their area
over continental land, or 5) represented environmental outliers.
Table 2.1. Parameters that varied among simulation runs in our analyses. Before a simulation run started,
parameter values were randomly drawn from the range of possible values. For every parameter, all values
had the same probability of being selected. Details of how parameters were varied can be found in
Appendix B. Additional analyses found that none of these parameters had a strong and consistent effect
on the outcome of our simulations (Appendix B).
Parameter

Values

Clade diversity

100 to 300 species

Mean proportional range size

5% to 70% of domain size

Place of clade origin

any cell in domain

Range movement probability

0 to 1

Diversification type

exponential or logistic

Speciation probability

0.0005 to 0.005

Extinction probability

0 to 75% of speciation prob.

Although OLS might not be the most statistically appropriate analysis (Beale et al. 2010),
important ideas about richness-environment relationships have been produced by previous
studies mostly using this type of regression. The objective of our study is to demonstrate the
kinds of species-environment relationships that are expected by random
diversification/distribution of clades and whether these relationships resemble those in the
literature. Thus, we use the analyses that have been most commonly used in previous studies.
However, in Appendix B, we investigated whether the use of spatial regressions could modify
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our conclusions, and demonstrate that results are quantitatively different, but lead to the same
conclusions reached using OLS analyses.
We described and analyzed our stochastic species-environment relationships similarly to
how Field et al. (2009) described empirical relationships in their recent meta-analysis. First, we
calculated primacy of each hypothesis as the proportion of cases (proportion of simulation runs)
for which variables representing a particular hypothesis were the strongest correlates (“best
predictors”) of stochastic richness. Second, we characterized species-environment relationships
for each hypothesis using primary adjusted-R2 values. Primary adjusted-R2 is the adjusted-R2 of
the hypothesis that correlated most strongly with richness in a particular simulation run.
Statistical Analyses
We logit-transformed adjusted-R2 values for all statistical tests where they were used as the
dependent variable (Fox 2009). However, for ease of interpretation, all plots have been produced
showing untransformed adjusted-R2s.
Question 1: What is the Expected Strength of Correlation Between Richness and
Environmental Gradients?
For each hypothesis on each continent, we constructed a frequency distribution of adjusted-R2
values describing central tendency and variability of species-environment relationships produced
by our simulations. We calculated 95% confidence intervals (CIs) using the 2.5% and 97.5%
quantiles of this distribution as its limits (Chernick 2007). CIs include the 95% most likely
values of richness-environment correlations that could be expected by simple coincidence of
environmental gradients and independently produced random richness gradients. Similarly, we
constructed density distributions describing the variation in the univariate regression coefficients
between richness and each environmental predictor.
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Question 2: Can Certain Environmental Characteristics Exhibit Higher Correlations than
Others Just by Chance?
We determined whether primacy and primary R2s were different among hypotheses (Field et al.
2009). To compare primacy among hypotheses, we used a one-sample chi-square test, assuming
that primacies should be identical for all hypotheses (33.33% for each). We also compared
primary R2 values using a two-way ANOVA, where primary R2 was contrasted among
hypotheses and continents. We followed this analysis with a post-hoc Tukey test. Significant
“hypothesis” main-effect or “hypothesis-by-domain” interaction would indicate differences
among hypotheses in terms of primary adjusted-R2.
Questions 3: Is Strength of Richness-Environment Relationships or the Relative
Importance of Environmental Hypotheses Different among Continents?
To test whether hypothesis primacy was different among continents, we constructed a multi-way
contingency table where frequency of primacy for each hypothesis on each continent was
recorded. This table was then analyzed using log-linear models (Sokal and Rolf 1994). We tested
whether there was a significant “hypothesis-by-domain” interaction by comparing a saturated
model with a reduced model without this interaction. A significant difference indicates that the
simpler model is a poorer fit than the complex model, and that the interaction is necessary to
explain the data (Crawley 2007).
We were also interested in whether primary adjusted-R2 values were different among
continents. We tested this using the same two-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test described
above, where primary adjusted-R2 values were compared among hypotheses and continents.
RESULTS
When richness gradients are produced during the diversification and distribution of clades,
moderate to strong species-environment relationships could be expected, even if richness is
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produced independently of environmental gradients (Figure 3.1 and 3.2). Histograms of
stochastic species-environment correlations demonstrate that expected correlations are larger
than zero, and 95% confidence intervals often span a broad range of R2 values (Figure 3.1 and
3.2). Additionally, the distribution of individual regression coefficients demonstrate that speciesenvironment relationships are typically strongly biased away from zero (Figure 3.3). The
direction of bias and the range of variation, however, changes considerably among predictors and
among continents.

Figure 3.1. Histogram of species-environment relationships produced by DRD model when all
environmental variables are used as predictors of stochastic richness gradients. Histograms are based on
all adjusted-R2s rather than only on the primary adjusted-R 2s. Grey box delimits central 95% most
common values (limits given by 2.5 and 97.5% quantiles of frequency distribution).

Differences in Primacy and Primary Adjusted-R2s among Environmental Hypotheses
Stochastic diversification and distribution of clades can produce richness gradients that have
patterns of correlation that differ among different environmental characteristics (Figure 3.2 and
3.4). Primacy varied significantly among environmental hypotheses (χ2=978.8, p<0.001). Just by
chance, variables associated with environmental heterogeneity were less frequently the strongest
correlates of richness than variables representing energy or seasonality (Figure 3.4a). Between
energy and seasonality, climatic seasonality tended to be more frequently the best “explanation”
for stochastic richness gradients (Figure 3.4a).
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Figure 3.2. Histograms of species-environment relationships produced by DRD model by environmental
hypothesis and continent. Histograms are based on all adjusted-R 2s rather than only on primary adjustedR2s. Grey boxes delimit central 95% most common values (limits given by 2.5 and 97.5% quantiles of
frequency distributions).

Also, expected-by-chance adjusted-R2s of the primary predictor varied depending on the
environmental hypothesis under consideration (hypothesis main effect: F=187.2, p<0.001; Figure
3.4b; Table B.1). Heterogeneity typically could only “account” for a relatively small fraction of
variation in stochastic richness (less than energy: p=0.009; less than seasonality: p<0.001; Figure
3.4b; Table B.1). Energy and seasonality, on the other hand, accounted for much larger
proportions of variation, typically around 15 to 40%, but in the best cases almost as much as
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80% (Figure 3.2 and 3.4b). Seasonality produced stronger primary adjusted-R2s than energy
(p<0.001; Figure 3.4b; Table B.1).

Figure 3.3. Violin plots presenting probability densities for values of standardized regression coefficients
of each environmental predictor on each continent. Regression coefficients are produced by univariate
regressions of stochastic richness against each environmental predictor individually.

Differences in Relative Importance of Environmental Hypotheses among Continents
The log-linear model on frequencies of primacy for each hypothesis demonstrated that no
simpler model than the saturated model could successfully explain the data. Removing the
hypothesis-by-continent interaction led to a model that was significantly different from the
saturated model (p<0.001). This suggests that primacy of different environmental hypotheses
changes significantly across continents (Figure 3.5). For example, energy has the highest
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primacy in Africa; but variables associated with seasonality more frequently accounted for the
greatest proportion of variation in stochastic richness in all other continents (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.4. Simulated species-environment relationships produced by DRD model. Species-environment
relationships are compared among three environmental hypotheses: energy, heterogeneity and seasonality.
Comparisons are based on primacy (a) and primary adjusted-R 2's (b). Primacy is the proportion of times
variables representing a particular hypothesis were the best correlates of richness compared to other
hypotheses. Primary adjusted-R2 is the proportion of variation “explained” by the variables of the primary
hypothesis in each simulation run.

When directly analyzing strength of stochastic species-environment relationships
(primary adjusted-R2s), two-way ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of continent
(F=458.8, p<0.001; Figure 3.5; Table B.1); for example, for energy and seasonality, speciesenvironment relationships tend to be stronger in Australia than in other continents. (Figure 3.5;
Table B.1). Also, there was a significant interaction between hypothesis and continent (F=7.5,
p<0.001; Figure 3.5; Table B.1); for example seasonality is not statistically different from energy
in the New World, but has a higher adjusted-R2 in Australia (Figure 3.5; Table B.1). These results
demonstrate a clear effect of continent and a potential change in relative importance of multiple
hypotheses across domains.
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DISCUSSION
Stochastic Processes as an Explanation for Richness-Environment Relationships
Many previous studies have demonstrated frequent and strong relationships between species
richness and environmental gradients at broad geographic scales (Wright et al. 1993, Hawkins et
al. 2003, Field et al. 2009). All main explanations for these relationships assume a priori that
richness-environment correlations reflect a causal relationship, where richness gradients are
directly determined by environmental characteristics (Wright et al. 1993, Currie et al. 2004,
Evans et al. 2005). Nonetheless, stochastic processes could also lead to such correlations. In
particular, stochastic models of distribution of species can produce spatially structured species
richness gradients (Colwell and Hurtt 1994), and two spatially structured gradients distributed in
the same domain may likely be correlated. Our simulations suggest that spurious correlations
could explain, at least in part, the frequent species-environment relationships reported for many
groups of organisms.
Simulation models used in this study are based on well known evolutionary and
biogeographic principles: species 1) originate from a spatially explicit process of speciation, 2)
have limited geographic distributions, 3) shift their distributions through space, 4) go extinct, and
5) are distributed within constrained geographic domains (Gaston 2003, Coyne and Orr 2004,
Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008). That these premises underlie construction of richness
gradients at broad scales is intuitive, and probably indisputable. An explanation for species
richness gradients and for species-environment relationships that is based purely on these basic
processes occurring stochastically across space and time is more parsimonious than an
explanation involving influence of environmental factors. More traditional models (e.g.,
regressions of richness against temperature) do not include these processes explicitly, but assume
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that richness gradients are most proximally the result of these evolutionary/biogeographic first
principles that determine the distribution of species. Thus, stochastic diversification and
distribution of clades should not only be considered a possible explanation; it should also be the
first to be scrutinized. We should consider more complex hypotheses involving additional
processes only after concluding that purely stochastic evolution and distribution of species is not
enough to explain species-environment correlations and spatial richness gradients.

Figure 3.5. Simulated species-environment relationships produced by DRD model by continent. Speciesenvironment relationships are compared among three environmental hypotheses (energy, heterogeneity
and seasonality), in four different domains (Africa, Australia, Eurasia and the New World). Comparisons
are based on primacy (first row) and primary adjusted-R 2 (second row).

We believe that research will likely demonstrate that simple coincidence of two
independent gradients is not a complete explanation for many species-environment relationships;
however, we consider that stochastic biogeographic and evolutionary processes have the
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potential to be important in some cases, or might interact with additional environmental and nonenvironmental mechanisms to produce richness gradients and richness-environment correlations.
For example, recently Buckley et al. (2010) analyzed the species-temperature relationships for a
number of clades of mammals. They found that these relationships spanned a broad range of
positive and negative values indicating that a single species-environment relationship is
nonexistent. We also found that there was not a single species-environment relationship expected
by random diversification, but that there was considerable variation (Figure 3.2 and 3.3); some of
this variation was associated with different domains and different environmental predictors.
Buckley et al. (2010) suggested that the observed species-temperature relationships are likely the
result of clade diversification plus phylogenetic niche conservatism, and not the result of
environment creating gradients in diversification rates or limits to species diversity.
Nevertheless, how much of the pattern they document requires the role of niche conservatism,
and how much could be accounted for by a purely stochastic geographic diversification model,
where niche evolution is unconstrained, is unclear.
Implications for Previous Interpretations about Effects of Different Environmental
Characteristics
Our results have important implications for interpretation of previously reported speciesenvironment correlations. Many previous studies have compared explanatory power of variables
representing energy/climate versus environmental heterogeneity using some measure of strength
of correlation (e.g., R2 or F statistics; Currie 1991, Tognelli and Kelt 2004, Kreft and Jetz 2007,
Hortal et al. 2008, Field et al. 2009). Based on this research, many macroecologists have
concluded that species richness is likely to be controlled by energetic and climatic determinants,
while environmental heterogeneity is believed to be of little or no importance in most cases.
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One of the most important conclusions we can reach from our results is that not all
environmental characteristics have the same expected level of correlation with richness. As
clades diversify and distribute stochastically, they tend to produce richness gradients that are
likely to correlate significantly with variation in energy or climate; but, these same clades
produce richness gradients much more weakly correlated with variables that represent
environmental heterogeneity. These results suggest that the reported predominance of
energy/climate correlates might not necessarily represent evidence for a stronger effect of these
environmental conditions on diversity gradients.
Differences among environmental characteristics probably result from how
environmental variables are distributed within domains. Typically, energetic and seasonality
variables have relatively simple latitudinal gradients that are partially a consequence of
latitudinal variation in solar radiation and tilt of the earth with respect to the sun (Figure B.1).
These environmental gradients correlate relatively well with simple gradients produced by
stochastic diversification and distribution of clades. In contrast, variables that represent
environmental heterogeneity are typically strongly influenced by geologic structures, such as
major mountain chains. This makes distribution of environmental heterogeneity more
idiosyncratic (Figure B.1), and consequently strong correlations with stochastic richness are less
consistent.
Traditional comparisons between energy/climate and heterogeneity (and probably other
hypotheses as well) might have been unfair or biased. The apparent importance of climate/energy
over environmental heterogeneity might be, at least in part, due to their different probabilities of
coincidental correlation with richness gradients. These results suggest reconsideration of
previous evidence for the relative importance of different environmental hypotheses.
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Previous research has also suggested that there are differences in how environmental
variables correlate with species richness in different domains (e.g., Buckley and Jetz 2007,
Davies et al. 2007). Our analyses indicate that domain differences could be expected simply from
differences in 1) how environmental variables are distributed within continents, and 2) how
geometry of a continent potentially affects richness gradients produced by stochastic
diversification. However, our analyses are not exhaustive. Many studies have evaluated domains
other than the ones we have used (e.g., Madagascar or Indo-Pacific oceans; Bellwood et al. 2005,
Lees and Colwell 2007), or have divided continental masses into domains different from the ones
we have defined (e.g., only South America or only Sub-Saharan Africa; Jetz and Rahbek 2002,
Rahbek et al. 2007). Despite the fact that not every domain has been evaluated in our analyses,
we believe our results demonstrate the potential for spurious species-environment relationships
to be possible under various domain configurations.
Stochastic Simulations as Null Models for Richness-Environment Relationships
Our results also suggest that we should reconsider the way we test for and compare effects of
multiple hypotheses. Species richness gradients are formed by overlap of species ranges, and
current locations of these ranges are a consequence of the diversification and distribution of
clades. Thus, a scenario where species speciate, go extinct, develop distributions and shift their
geographic distributions randomly with respect to some particular mechanism of interest can be
used as a null model to test effects of such mechanism (Gotelli and Graves 1996, Arita and
Vazquez-Dominguez 2008). Simulations like the ones used here can form the basis for more
meaningful null models to test effects of environmental characteristics on diversity gradients (see
also Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008).
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Although null models have an important history in ecology (Gotelli and Graves 1996),
much macroecological research has relied on simple OLS regression analyses. Null hypotheses
implied by these regressions might be too null: they do not consider much of the relevant biology
known about how species richness gradients are produced. Basic evolutionary/biogeographic
processes occurring at random might lead to spatially structured richness gradients and
consequently to spurious correlations with environmental variables.
Much has been discussed recently about appropriate statistical methods to study effects of
predictors of species richness while accounting for spatial autocorrelation (Dormann et al. 2007,
Hawkins et al. 2007, Bini et al. 2009); as a consequence, many researchers have abandoned OLS
and are using more complex spatial models. We believe this can be an important step forward, as
these models can be a way to consider necessary corrections to regression coefficients, and might
help alleviate some of the issues we have identified. Comparing spatial analyses with null model
analyses requires further evaluation, but some preliminary analyses would suggest that spatial
analyses are not enough to solve the problem we have identified with our simulations. In
Appendix B, we show that spatial models also produce spurious species-environment
relationships, and that these relationships also differ among environmental characteristics and
among continents (Appendix B; Figure B.3 and B.4). Thus, these spatial methods might not be a
complete solution for the problem identified in our study. Macroecologists might need to move
away from the naive null hypothesis implied by most traditional statistical tests and instead use
more appropriate null models (Gotelli and Graves 1996, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008).
Our results also suggest that R2 values, F values and regression coefficients calculated
from regressions between richness and environmental predictors might be inflated or biased
measures of effect size, making them inappropriate to compare effects of different predictors.
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When comparing effects of multiple hypotheses, future research should consider their varying
probabilities of correlation-by-chance with richness. One way is by estimating an effect size
based on expected correlations produced by null models. The simplest option would be to use
any measure of correlation between a predictor and richness to calculate a modified Hedges' d
(Gotelli and Rohde 2002, Hillebrand 2008):

ES=

C obs −C exp
C sd

where Cobs is the observed correlation from the empirical richness-environment relationship, Cexp
is the average correlation estimated from repeated null model runs, and Csd is the standard
deviation of null species-environment correlations. Large positive or negative ES values would
indicate that the observed effect is stronger than that expected under the null model. Effect sizes
like this could provide the basis for more appropriate comparisons of the relative importance of
multiple predictors or hypotheses.
The distribution of regression coefficients also suggests that taking into account not only
strength, but also directions of the species-environment relationships is fundamental. By chance
alone, the species-environment relationships are expected to change in direction among different
environmental variables and among different continents. Empirical species-environment
relationships need to be compared to these expectations produced by the random geographical
diversification of clades.
Drawbacks of Our Simulation Models
Our DRD model was conceived as an extension of simpler two-dimensional mid-domain models
(e.g., Jetz and Rahbek 2001). We tried to make the process by which richness gradients are
constructed more realistic by including speciation, extinction and dynamics of species
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distributions. This additional complexity, however, requires additional assumptions and many
details of the model could have been specified differently (see for example Arita and VazquezDominguez 2008 or Connolly 2009).
In our simulation model, there are multiple simplifications about processes underlying
construction of richness gradients. Three of the most important are the punctuated mode of
speciation, the fixed nature of domains and the instantaneous extinction of species. The
punctuated speciation that we have modeled in our simulations is possible, especially when
speciation occurs by polyploidy (Otto and Whitton 2000); but it is unlikely to be realistic for
many other clades in which physical or ecological barriers are believed to have been important
during speciation (Coyne and Orr 2004, Phillimore et al. 2008). We have also assumed in our
simulations that domains have not changed in size, shape or isolation from their present
configuration. This is obviously not true; during the time that it has taken most real clades to
diversify to their current stages, the geography of earth has changed dramatically (Scotese 2004).
Finally, extinction, as incorporated into our model, does not take into account the process of
range contraction that typically precedes extinction (Channell and Lomolino 2000), nor considers
the varying probability of extinction as a function of species traits (like range size; e.g., Cardillo
et al. 2008). Surely these and other assumptions made by our simulations have the potential to
modify our results. However, we think it is unlikely that such additional complexities could lead
to the destruction of spatially structured richness gradients produced by stochastic diversification
and distribution of clades. Moreover, we believe that similar (if not more realistic) speciesenvironment relationships could be expected in simulation models that consider additional
complexities experienced by real-world species.
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Conclusions
Our results suggest that even if diversification and distribution of clades occur independently of
environmental gradients, some degree of correlation between richness and environment is
expected simply by coincidence. Nevertheless, relationships between richness and environment
have been mostly quantified and interpreted without considering this potential for spurious
correlations. Thus, frequency and strength of species-environment correlations could result, at
least in part, from this coincidence of two independently produced gradients. Moreover, different
environmental characteristics have different probabilities of spurious correlation with richness.
By chance, energy and climate are more likely to correlate with richness than are measures of
environmental heterogeneity. This bias could contribute to the reported predominance of energy
and climate correlates of species richness. Our results suggest a reevaluation of the frequency
and strength of species-environment relationships using appropriate biogeographic/evolutionary
null models. This might lead to an important reinterpretation of the determinants of diversity
patterns at broad geographic extents.
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CHAPTER 4. USING STOCHASTIC DIVERSIFICATION MODELS TO
STUDY SPECIES RICHNESS GRADIENTS AND RICHNESSENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIPS
INTRODUCTION
Geographic patterns of biological diversity at broad scales have been known for nearly two
centuries (Brown and Sax 2004). Many ecological and evolutionary processes have been
proposed to explain the formation of these gradients (Pianka 1966, Willig et al. 2003, Scheiner
and Willig 2005). Despite considerable research, the mechanisms responsible for variation in
species richness across continents remains highly contended (e.g., Currie et al. 2004, Weir and
Schluter 2007, Currie and Kerr 2008, Algar et al. 2009, Field et al. 2009). Understanding causes
of large scale diversity gradients is not only a desirable scientific accomplishment, but is also
fundamental to predicting the future of biological diversity in the face of global climate change
and other large scale human-driven modifications of the environment (Willig 2003, Sommer et
al. 2010).
Despite the fact that causes for diversity gradients are still unknown, it can be reasonably
argued that diversity gradients result from the overlap of individual species distributions. In turn,
the location, number and shape of these distributions result from the geographically explicit
diversification and diffusion of clades. The number of species occupying a particular region is
determined by speciation, extinction, or the shifting of species distributions. All hypotheses
proposed to account for geographic patterns of species richness are forces that modify one or
more of these basic biogeographic processes (Mittelbach et al. 2007, Gotelli et al. 2009).
Some of the main macroecological models proposed to produce richness gradients can be
organized in a hierarchical series, which is similar to that proposed by Gotelli and McGill (2006)
for models in community ecology (Figure 4.1). In this hierarchy, basic models are simpler
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because they include less elements in the process responsible for the formation of diversity
gradients, while more complex models incorporate elements of simpler models but add other
additional forces (Figure 4.1; see also Table 1 in Gotelli et al. 2009). The base of this hierarchical
series is a model in which species distributions are subjected to no spatial or environmental
constraints (no-constraints model; Figure 4.1A). This model is equivalent to the null hypothesis
implied in most statistical tests. In the most complex models, environmental characteristics affect
diversity gradients in multiple ways (Figure 4.1G). In between there are models that do not
consider the influence of environment, but in which stochasticity interacts with spatial
constraints in the distribution of species (geometric constraints model; Figure 4.1B) and elements
of the diversification process (stochastic diversification model; Figure 4.1C) to produce diversity
gradients (for details see legend for Figure 4.1, Gotelli et al. 2009 or Tello and Stevens 2011).
Nevertheless, all models are based on the forces and constraints determining the distribution of
species across regions within a geographic domain (e.g., a continent, an ocean, etc.).
Much of the previous research on the mechanisms driving diversity gradients has focused
on 1) identifying whether and which environmental characteristics can explain variation in
species richness (e.g., temperature or precipitation or topographic complexity, etc.; Wright et al.
1993, Hawkins et al. 2003, Field et al. 2009), and 2) how it is that these environmental
characteristics might determine the number of species found across regions of a domain (i.e.,
distinguishing models D to G in Figure 4.1; Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005, Wiens 2007,
Algar et al. 2009, Buckley et al. 2010, Stevens 2011 in press). This research has demonstrated
that measures of the environment associated with energy (e.g., primary productivity,
temperature) and climate (e.g., precipitation) are typically good predictors of species richness.
On the other hand, measures of environmental heterogeneity (i.e., spatial variability in
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environmental conditions) are rarely strong correlates of diversity gradients (Field et al. 2009).
The pervasiveness of richness-environment relationships have lead many to suggest that
environmental characteristics must be important determinants of richness gradients (Currie 1991,
Hawkins et al. 2003, Field et al. 2009). Nevertheless, it is not well understood exactly what
mechanism would link environment to the productions of diversity gradients (Figure 4.1; Currie
et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005).
The proposition of the mid-domain effects hypothesis (Colwell and Hurtt 1994) also inspired a
significant amount of work to understand the contribution of geometric constraints in the production of
richness gradients (McClain and Etter 2005, Storch et al. 2006, Lees and Colwell 2007, Sanders et al.
2007, Beck and Chey 2008, Currie and Kerr 2008). Evidence for geometric constraints is mixed (Colwell
et al. 2004, Currie and Kerr 2008). Many studies have found that empirical species richness gradients are
correlated with richness gradients predicted by this hypothesis, but the fit typically is weak to
intermediate in strength. It is clear now that while geometric and spatial constraints might play a role,
they are not a full explanation for observed gradients in diversity (Colwell et al. 2004, 2005, Currie and
Kerr 2008).
Previous studies have provided important insights about the potential determinants of diversity
gradients. However, there are two important issues with previous analyses. First, despite the fact that
geometric constraints have been studied extensively, there has been much less attention given to how
additional elements associated with the diversification of clades could help explain empirical richness
patterns without the need for environmental effects. Most studies of stochastic diversification have not
compared empirical patterns to patterns predicted by this type of model, but have been restricted to
describing the structure in richness gradients and other characteristics of the distributions of species that
stochastic diversification is likely to produce (e.g., Davies et al. 2005, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez
2008, Tello and Stevens 2011).
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Figure 4.1. Hierarchical organization of models for producing species richness gradients. The table insert
indicates whether a model incorporates a particular element associated with the production of species
distributions and the diversification of clades (see also Table 1 in Gotelli et al. 2009). A) In the simplest
model, species are distributed throughout a domain without dispersal constraints on the location of their
populations. Populations can be present in any region of the domain independently of the position of other
populations, and independently of the distribution of other species or the environment (Gotelli et al.
2009). This model has never been used as an explanatory model for richness gradients, but it is implicit as
a null expectation in most curve-fitting statistical analyses (Gotelli et al. 2009). B) One of the simplest
constraints on species distributions is that of dispersal limitation (Gaston 2003). Because individuals have
limited ability in how far they can disperse, new populations tend to be established in regions close to
those already occupied. This can lead to species whose populations are not simply scattered throughout
the domain, but are clustered, forming aggregated distributions (Gaston 2003, Pigot et al. 2010). If
aggregated distributions are placed at random in a finite domain, there is a statistical tendency for species
to overlap more frequently in certain areas (Colwell and Hurtt 1994, Willig and Lyons 1998). C)
Additionally to the constraints implied in the previous two models (finite domain of distribution and
dispersal limitation), processes leading to the production of richness gradients include elements associated
with the spatial diversification of clades (Davies et al. 2005, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008, Tello
and Stevens 2011). These additional processes (speciation, extinction, range movements) can add or
remove species from a region, and consequently can have additional effects on the resulting diversity
gradient. In this model, the diversification of a clade is explicitly considered, but this diversification
process is completely independent of the environment. Stochastic diversification can be modeled in many
ways, and exactly which elements are considered can vary greatly from one implementation to another.
Examples of this model include those described by Bokma et al. (2001), Davies et al. (2005), Arita and
Vazquez-Dominguez (2008), Connolly (2009), and Tello and Stevens (2011). Higher in the hierarchy are
a number of models where environment plays a role in the diversification process. D) If niches of species
are unable to diverge away from each other, closely related species will tend to have similar
environmental preferences (Wiens and Graham 2005). In turn, similar environmental preferences can
translate into similar geographic distributions. This slow evolution of niches is termed niche conservatism
(Wiens and Graham 2005, Losos 2008). Niche conservatism can slow down the diffusion of clades across
environmental gradients, and cause accumulation of species in regions where environment is similar to
the environment preferred by ancestral species in the clade (Ricklefs 2006a, Buckley et al. 2010, Stevens
2011 in press). E) Environment can modify diversification rates, so that speciation or extinction rates are
a function of variables like productivity and temperature (Cardillo et al. 2005, Allen and Gillooly 2006,
Ricklefs 2006b). F) Alternatively, environment can determine the total number of species that can be
supported by a given region. For example, regions of high productivity might have a higher capacity for
maintaining species than areas of low productivity (Currie et al. 2004). G) Finally, in the most complex
models, multiple environmental forces can act simultaneously to produce diversity gradients.
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Second, environmental hypotheses and hypotheses based exclusively on geometric and
spatial constraints associated with the diversification process have been typically seen as
competing mechanisms (Colwell et al. 2005, Currie and Kerr 2008). However, a model that
includes the effects of environment must necessarily do so by influencing the geographical
diversification of clades and the distribution of species. Thus, a purely stochastic diversification
process is a simpler model and is nested within an environmentally driven diversification model.
An important consequence of considering these different models simply as competing
explanations rather than as a series of nested models is the use of inappropriate null hypotheses
in statistical analysis. For example, many studies have used correlations between species richness
and environmental variables to determine which characteristics of the environment can account
for significant proportions of variation in richness gradients (Kreft and Jetz 2007, Field et al.
2009). These analyses rely on contrasting an observed association between richness and
environment against a null hypothesis, which is assumed to represent the richness-environment
relationship expected if the environment had no effect on the production of the richness gradient.
Usually, the null or base expectation chosen is equivalent to the no-constraints model (Figure
4.1A). However, this traditional null hypothesis is probably too null. A richness gradient that is
not influenced by the environment is still produced during the diversification of clades (Figure
4.1C), and many studies have found that stochastic environment-independent diversification can
create structure in richness gradients (Bokma et al. 2001, Arita and Vazquez-Dominguez 2008,
Connolly 2009) and spurious correlations between richness and environment (Tello and Stevens
2011). Thus, a diversity gradient resulting from a diversification process that occurs without the
influence of environment is a more appropriate null expectation for testing hypotheses where
environmental characteristics play a role in the formation of richness gradients.
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Here, I address these two drawbacks of previous studies about determinants of broad
scale diversity gradients. First, I use simulation models of the no constraints, geometric
constraints and stochastic diversification models to determine how well each one of these fit
empirical species richness gradients. If additional constraints associated with the stochastic
diversification of clades could contribute to explaining diversity gradients, then the stochastic
diversification model will produce simulated gradients that are more similar to the empirical
gradients than either a geometric constraints or a no constraints model. Second, I use a stochastic
diversification model to produce null expectations for testing the effects of environment. If an
environmental characteristic contributes to the production of an empirical richness gradient, then
the most basic prediction is that its correlation with such empirical gradient should be greater
than that which could be produced by a model in which clades diversify without the influence of
the environment. I test these two related ideas by comparing stochastically simulated richness
gradients and richness-environment relationships with those of two clades of mammals endemic
to the New World: leaf-nosed bats (Phyllostomidae) and New World primates (Platyrrhini).
METHODS
Richness Gradients
I calculated species richness gradients for two ecologically and taxonomically diverse mammal
clades, both of which are endemic to the New World: phyllostomid bats and platyrrhini primates.
There are about 160 bat species in the family Phyllostomidae (Simmons 2005). This family is
considered the most morphologically and ecologically diverse family of bats in the New World
(Baker et al. 2003, Stevens 2004, Gardner 2008). The biogeographical history of this group of
bats is relatively uncertain, but it is likely that the most recent common ancestor of this clade
lived in the tropics of South America approximately 31 million years ago (mya) (Teeling et al.
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2005, Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007). Species in this family are currently distributed throughout
the Caribbean islands, and on the continent from southern United States to northern Argentina
and Chile (Gardner 2008; Figure 4.2). Platyrrhini represents a monophyletic group of species
that includes all non-human primates present naturally in the New World. This clade includes
about 127 species (Groves 2005). The origin of primates in the New World is most likely a long
distance colonization from Africa (Poux et al. 2006), and the most recent common ancestor of
the group is believed to have lived around 16 mya (Fabre et al. 2009). This clade is currently
distributed from southern Mexico and the Yucatan peninsula to northern Argentina (Figure 4.2).
I used information on distribution of species in these two clades (Patterson et al. 2005) to
produce species richness gradients. I divided the New World into cells of 100 by 100 km, and
estimated number of species expected to occur in these cells by counting number of species
distributions that overlap each cell. Species richness gradients of bats and primates used
information on 146 and 124 species respectively, which are the species for which enough
information was available and at least parts of their distributions are included in the continental
New World. For analyses, I eliminated cells that 1) represented islands, 2) had more than 25% of
their area over water, 3) did not have information on at least one environmental variable (see
below), or 4) represented environmental outliers (i.e., cells with values for environmental
variables that were much higher or lower than most other values).
Additionally, I decomposed the full richness gradients of Phyllostomidae and Platyrrhini
into groups defined by the sizes of species distributions (Jetz and Rahbek 2002). Each clade was
separated into four groups: group 1 contains one fourth of species with range sizes less than the
first quartile of the range size frequency distribution (species with narrowest distributions), group
2 has species with distributions larger than or equal to the first quartile but smaller than the
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second quartile, group 3 larger than or equal to the second quartile but smaller than the third
quartile, and group 4 larger than or equal to the third quartile (one fourth of species with broadest
distributions). For each group, I created species richness gradients across the New World by the
same procedure of counting number of range overlaps in each 100-by-100 km cell (Figure C.1).

Figure 4.2. Empirical species richness gradients of bats and primates compared to average simulated
richness produced by the no-constraints, geometric constrains and stochastic diversification simulation
models. Gray areas are cells where species richness was zero or cells not considered part of the domain
(i.e. islands). All maps use a Mollweide projection.

Simulation Models
All simulation models place species distributions at random within a domain, which for my
analyses was the New World divided in regions (cells) of 100-by-100 km. These randomized
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distributions are then used to build a richness gradient by counting the number of species with
overlapping distributions in each cell of the domain. R functions for simulation models are
provided in Appendix D.
No Constraints Model (Figure 4.1A)
In this model, species distributions are randomly located in the continent without assuming any
dispersal limitation. A species is added to the domain, first by selecting a target range size at
random (and with replacement) from a pool of possible values. For this and all other simulation
models, this pool was defined by the empirical frequency distribution of range sizes. Then a
number of cells are randomly selected from throughout the domain, and the species “colonizes”
them. The number of cells chosen must match the range size randomly assigned to the species.
This process is repeated for each species until all distributions have been randomly placed in the
domain.
Geometric Constraints Model (Figure 4.1B)
In this model, species distributions are randomly placed in the domain by assuming dispersal
limitation in the production of such distributions, but where 1) the spread and location of species
distributions are independent of the environment, and 2) the location of a species is independent
of the location of other species. Target range sizes are randomly selected with replacement from
the empirical frequency distribution of range sizes and assigned to species. Then, for each
species, one cell from throughout the domain is selected and the species is assigned to this cell.
Starting at this initial cell, “dispersers” are sent to surrounding cells and colonize them. This
process continues iteratively until the number of cells occupied by the simulated distribution
matches the range size selected for that species. The simulation proceeds to produce distributions
in this way for all species in the clade.
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Stochastic Diversification Model (Figure 4.1C)
This final model is a geographically explicit simulation of the diversification of a clade occurring
independently of environmental gradients. This model takes place in time steps. In the first time
step, one cell from throughout the domain is selected at random, and this cell is colonized by the
first species in the simulation. A target range size is assigned to this species by random sampling
from the empirical distribution of range sizes. Just as described in the previous model, a
distribution is produced for this species by stochastic spread. Then, at each time step, the
following events take place in corresponding order:
1. Range movement. Each species in the domain selects a random direction, and moves its
entire distribution in such direction. In this way, species distributions follow random
walks within the domain during the simulation. A distribution can be moved partially
outside of the domain. In such a case, that part of the distribution is lost and will need to
be regained by spread of the range elsewhere (see below).
2. Range spread. Each species in the domain that has not reached its target range size
spreads its distribution sending “dispersers” from each occupied cell to surrounding cells.
This spread is purely stochastic, and occurs at every time step until the target range size
for that species has been reached.
3. Speciation. Each species in the domain can give rise to a new species. Probability of
speciation is identical for all species, but changes through time as a function of clade
diversity. This produces a logistic clade growth (see below). Speciation is modeled in the
simplest way possible. For each speciation event, a cell is selected at random from
throughout the distribution of the parental species. This cell represents the point of origin
for the distribution of the new species. This is equivalent to a population or an individual
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from the parental distribution speciating and giving rise to a new species. For all new
species, a target range size is assigned by randomly sampling with replacement from the
empirical distribution of range sizes.
4. Extinction. All species present in the domain are evaluated for survival. If a species goes
extinct, then it disappears from the domain. Extinction probability is identical among all
species and is constant through time.
At the end of this cycle, the algorithm returns to event 1, moves to the next time step, and
starts a new series of random range movements, range growths, speciations and extinctions. The
simulation stops when a predetermined amount of time steps has elapsed.
I used information obtained from published phylogenies of Phyllostomidae and
Platyrrhini (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007, Fabre et al. 2009) to inform various aspects of this
simulation model. First, I determined what type of clade growth better described the increase in
lineages through time in these phylogenies. Models tested included a pure birth model, a birthdeath model, a logistic model, an exponential model and a two-rates Yule model (using functions
in the package “laser” for R; R Development Core Team 2008, Rabosky 2009). The best fit was a
logistic model for both clades, so this model was used for the simulated diversifications.
In this model, diversification rate changes through time as a function of the number of
species in the clade (Rabosky and Lovette 2008):
d t =d 0 −

d0n
N

where dt is the diversification rate at time t, d0 is the diversification rate when clade diversity is
equal to zero, N is the evolutionary species carrying capacity, and n is the number of species in
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the clade at time t. From fitting this model to the phylogenies, I estimated its parameters: d0 was
0.301 and 0.022, while N was 254 and 161 for Platyrrhini and Phyllostomidae respectively.
Since my simulations included explicitly both speciation and extinction, I had to
decompose d into its speciation and extinction components, and the logistic diversification model
was rewritten as:
s t =s0 −

 s0−e  n
N

where st and s0 are the speciation rates at time t and when clade diversity is zero respectively, and
e is the extinction rate. As the clade increases in number of species, diversification rates decrease
due to a decrease in speciation (Quental and Marshall 2009). Because it is not possible to reliably
calculate speciation and extinction rates based on phylogenies (Ricklefs 2007, Rabosky 2010), in
each simulation run I decomposed d0 into s0 and e by randomly selecting values with the
constraints that d 0=s 0−e and 0e / s0 ≤0.75 . Thus, although diversification rate (d0) was
the same for all simulations, the ratio of extinction to speciation probabilities changed randomly
from one simulation to the next. I report effects of this parameter variation in Appendix C.
For each clade, 1,000 random phylogenies were produced following this logistic model
and its parameters until the number of species in the simulated phylogeny matched the empirical
number in the clade. Then, the crown age in each simulated phylogeny was scaled to match the
empirical age of clades. For this scaling, I used molecular phylogenetic estimates of crown ages
for bats (~31 mya; Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007) and primates (~16 mya; Fabre et al. 2009).
Simulated phylogenies were then divided into discrete time steps, each representing 2,500 years.
Events in each time step of a simulated phylogeny were used to guide when and which species
speciate or go extinct during the spatially explicit simulation. A single simulation run continued
for 12,400 time steps after the first speciation event for bats, and 6,366 time steps for primates.
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A final element that was included in my stochastic diversification model is the connection
between South America with North America that occurred around 3.5 mya (Lomolino et al.
2005, pp. 262). For both bats and primates, the first species in the simulation was constrained to
have an origin in any cell of South America (Teeling et al. 2005, Poux et al. 2006). During most
of the history of the simulated clades, species were constrained to have distributions only within
South America. However, starting at 1,400 time steps before the end of the simulation
(equivalent to 3.5 mya), species were allowed to disperse and occupy cells in Central and North
America. Simulations were run on multiple CPUs using the high performance computing
application (bioHPC) build by the Computational Biology Service Unit at Cornell University
(http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/index.aspx).
Comparing Empirical to Simulated Richness Gradients
Simulated richness gradients produced by all three models were compared with empirical
richness values. For each simulated gradient, I calculated the Kullback-Leibler distance (KL
distance; Burnham and Anderson 2002, Gotelli et al. 2009), which is a standardized measure of
the difference between simulated and empirical data. The KL distance for a particular simulation
run is calculated as:
KL i =log

 
nO
ni



 

N
Oc
1
O c log
∑
nO c= 1
Sc

where nO is the sum of richness values across cells in the empirical gradient, ni is the sum of
richness values across cells in simulated gradient i, N is the total number of cells in the domain,
Oc is the observed richness in cell c and Sc is the simulated richness in cell c. KL distances were
then compared among models using pairwise Mann–Whitney U tests.
Characterization of Species-Environment Relationships
Species richness gradients of bats and primates were associated with environmental variables
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that represent three characteristics of the environment commonly hypothesized to affect diversity
gradients: energy, environmental heterogeneity and climate seasonality. Environmental variables
were obtained as rasters with finer resolutions than that of the cells used to calculate species
richness; in this way, I was able to obtain measures of central tendency and spatial variation for
environmental characteristics within each cell (Beyer 2004). Energy was represented by cell
averages of temperature and net primary productivity (NPP); environmental heterogeneity was
represented by within-cell standard deviations of NPP and elevation; finally, climate seasonality
was represented by measures of month to month variation in temperature and precipitation (cell
averages of monthly standard deviation of temperature, and cell averages of monthly coefficient
of variation in precipitation). Various other environmental characteristics were considered, but
were removed because they were typically highly correlated with those selected for analysis; in
this way I minimized multicollinearity which could jeopardize estimation of regression
coefficients (Figure C.2; Quinn and Keough 2002, O’brien 2007).
Most environmental variables were obtained from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005).
Resolution of these environmental maps was of 30 arc-seconds (~1km2 ). Net primary
productivity (NPP) data were obtained from Imhoff et al. (2004), with a resolution of 0.25
degrees. For all environmental predictors except NPP, average number of raster pixels within a
map cell was 11,326.5; for NPP, this number was 12.6. For both clades, I tested what kind of
transformation lead to an improvement of the linear relationship between each environmental
variable and log-species richness. For Platyrrhini, standard deviation of NPP, standard deviation
of elevation and temperature seasonality were log-transformed, while all other variables were
kept untransformed. In the case of Phyllostomidae, temperature and standard deviation of
elevation were log-transformed, while all other variables were kept untransformed.
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Species-environment relationships were characterized by regression analyses where logspecies richness of bats or primates was regressed against environmental variables. For each
clade, I produced three regression models: one for energy predictors, one for heterogeneity and
one for seasonality. Cells where richness was zero were not included in analyses. From these
models, I retained regression coefficients associated with each predictor as measures of the
relative explanatory power of each environmental characteristic. In all regressions, both
dependent and predictor variables were centered and standardized, making regression
coefficients comparable among environmental variables and among clades.
To account for spatial autocorrelation, I used spatial autoregressive error models (SARe;
Beale et al. 2010). However, analyses were repeated using ordinary least squares (OLS)
regressions and these results are presented in Appendix C. SARe models require the estimation
of a parameter to define a neighborhood. I found that, for both clades and all three environmental
models, a value of 100 km for this parameter leads to SARe models with the smallest Akaike
information criterion (AIC); thus, this value was used for all SARe regressions. The above
analyses were conducted for the all-species richness gradient, and repeated for each species
group defined by their geographic range size.
Using Stochastic Diversification to Evaluate Empirical Species-Environment Relationships
An appropriate null model produces a pattern of interest considering relevant information about
processes involved in the creation of such pattern, while removing effects of a particular factor
that one is interested in investigating (Gotelli and Graves 1996). In my case, I was interested in a
model to produce species-environment relationships that could be expected in the absence of any
environmental effect on the geographic diversification of clades. My stochastic diversification
model considers basic processes and constraints underlying the construction of richness
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gradients, but these processes are not affected by environment. Thus, this simulation model was
used to produce null model expectations for species-environment relationships.
For each of the random richness gradients produced by my stochastic diversification
model, I conducted regressions between richness and environmental variables of the same form
as those used for the empirical data (see above). In this way, I was able to construct frequency
distributions of coefficient values that are produced under the null hypothesis implied in my
simulations (i.e., richness gradients are produced during the geographic diversification of clades,
but origin, extinction, and species movements are not affected by environment). I then built 95%
confidence intervals (CIs) for the expected-by-random values using as their limits the 2.5 and
97.5% quantiles of the frequency distributions of simulated coefficients (Chernick 2007). I then
evaluated whether an empirical regression coefficient fell outside of these CIs of expected
values. Values outside of 95% CIs were considered statistically significant.
I also used null model results to calculate corrected measures of effect size. Using the null
frequency distributions for each regression coefficient, I calculated a modified Hedges' d value
(Gotelli and Rohde 2002):
H d=

s
C e− C
ss

where Hedges' d (Hd) equals the difference between the empirical coefficient (Ce) and the mean
of the simulated coefficients (Cs) divided by the standard deviation of the simulated coefficients
(ss). This corrected measure of effect size reflects how different is the empirical value in
comparison to that one expected by the null hypothesis, while also considering the variability in
regression coefficients that can be produced by the simulation model.
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RESULTS
Comparison of Simulation Models in Their Fit to Empirical Richness Gradients
Each one of my simulation models produced very different stochastic richness gradients. My
stochastic diversification model produced richness gradients that typically peaked in South
America, while my geometric constraints model tended to produce two peaks of similar
magnitude in South and North America. Finally, my no constraints model produced no spatially
structured variation in species richness (Figure 4.2). When comparing simulated richness
gradients with empirical data, it is apparent that the stochastic diversification model produced a
significantly better fit to empirical data (lower KL distances) than either the geometric
constraints or the no constraints models (Figure 4.3; p-values<0.001).

Figure 4.3. Fit of simulation models to empirical species richness gradients of bats and primates.
Histograms present variation in KL distance produced by replication of each model. NCM: no constraints
model, GCM: geometric constraints model, and SDM: stochastic diversification model. Species in plates
are Artibeus lituratus (top; photo by J. Sebastián Tello) and Lagothrix lagotricha (bottom; photo by
Evgenia Kononova; source: wikimedia commons).
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of effect sizes among multiple predictors of species richness gradients of
phyllostomid bats and platyrrhini primates. Bar graphs on the left present coefficients of multiple
regressions based on spatial autoregressive error models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding
Hedges' d values, after correcting coefficients using results from null model analysis (see text for details).
Light gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray represents environmental heterogeneity, and
intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate significant values (p≤0.05).

Environmental Correlates of the All-Species Richness Gradient
Using simple SARe coefficients, I would conclude that all three environmental characteristics
contribute significantly to explaining richness gradients of both bats and primates (Figure 4.4,
first column). In both clades, variables representing seasonality are those more strongly
associated with diversity gradients, followed by energy variables and finally variables
representing environmental heterogeneity. However, which variables are most important and
even the direction of their effects can differ between clades (Figure 4.4). For bats, only
temperature seasonality is important among seasonality predictors; but for primates, precipitation
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seasonality appears to be equally important. In the case of energy, temperature is the most
important predictor of richness for both clades, but the direction of that relationship is opposite:
temperature has a negative effect on richness of bats, while it has a positive effect on richness of
primates (Figure 4.4).
Effect sizes calculated using null regression coefficients produced by my stochastic
diversification model modify some of these results considerably (compare left and right columns
in Figure 4.4). For example, some variables lose statistical significance; temperature, which is
perceived as an important predictor of richness in bats and primates using simple regression
analyses, seems to have small and statistically non-significant Hedges' d values. Moreover, the
effect of NPP, which appears as positive using simple regression coefficients, becomes a negative
Hedges' d value. Other various differences between interpretations drawn from SARe regressions
and null model analysis exist, but one that is particularly interesting is the increase in relative
importance of variables representing environmental heterogeneity. This is particularly clear in
the case of standard deviation of NPP in bats, where a negligible effect of this variable perceived
by simple regression coefficients, becomes the strongest effect among those estimated using
Hedges' d values (Figure 4.4).
Effects of Geographic Range Size on Species-Environment Relationships
Phyllostomidae
According to simple regression coefficients, importance of climate seasonality decreases
significantly as range size of species decrease (Figure 4.5). For energy variables, all species
groups except that with the smallest distributions present a significant relationship with
temperature and NPP. In the case of heterogeneity, variables representing this hypothesis slowly
increase in relative importance with a decrease in range size.
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Figure 4.5. Changes in regression coefficients and Hedges' d values among bat species groups based on
range size. Bar graphs on the left present multiple regression coefficients based on spatial autoregressive
error models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding Hedges' d values (see text for details). Light
gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray are variables representing environmental
heterogeneity, and intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate significant values
(p≤0.05).
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Figure 4.6. Changes in regression coefficients and Hedges' d values among primate species groups based
on range size. Bar graphs on the left present multiple regression coefficients based on spatial
autoregressive error models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding Hedges' d values (see text for
details). Light gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray are variables representing
environmental heterogeneity, and intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate
significant values (p≤0.05).
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Results change when Hedges' d values are used. Effects of seasonality are not the most
important for any species group (Figure 4.5), and becomes insignificant for the two species
groups with smallest distributions. Importance of energy variables also changes with range size.
For the species with the broadest distributions, only NPP is important; but for species with
medium-sized distributions, temperature is the variable that remains significant. Additionally,
when using Hedges' d values, heterogeneity seems to be important relative to other hypotheses
irrespective of range size group (Figure 4.5). However, null model analysis suggests that
importance of environmental heterogeneity for large-ranged species is mainly due to effects
associated to standard deviation of NPP, while for small ranged species, it is topographic
(elevation) heterogeneity that matters most.
Platyrrhini
In the case of primates, results also suggest that the relative importance of energy and climate
seasonality are reduced and disappear as geographic range size of species decreases (Figure 4.6).
However, in contrast to results for bats, the importance of environmental heterogeneity also
decreases with decrease in range size. In fact, only the two species richness groups with the
largest distributions have statistically significant correlations with environment. As a result,
species richness gradients of medium- and small-ranged primate species cannot be accounted for
by the environmental characteristic used in my analyses. For broad ranged species, it is obvious
that the relative importance of heterogeneity relative to the other two hypotheses is enhanced
when Hedges' d values are used instead of simple regression coefficients (Figure 4.6). Moreover,
it is NPP, not temperature, that is the variable that has the strongest effect among those
representing energy.
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DISCUSSION
Models of Stochastic Clade Diversification Predict Richness Gradients Better than Simpler
Models
My results suggested that a model of stochastic diversification of clades produces a better fit to
empirical richness gradients of bats and primates than either a geometric constraints model or a
no constraints model, both of which are simpler representations of the process behind the
construction of species richness gradients (Figure 4.1; Gotelli et al. 2009). This suggests that
there are additional processes associated with the diversification of clades that can influence the
structure of species richness, making simulated gradients more similar to empirical patterns
without invoking the influence of environmental gradients. I believe that, in my model, this
results possibly from an interaction between spatially explicit speciation events and the inclusion
of a critical geologic event: the connection between North and South America.
Inclusion of speciation in my model constrains new species to appear in places that are
nearby or already occupied by other species. Thus, any place unavailable for the distribution of
parental species is also unavailable for the origin of daughter species. Moreover, regions with
more species have higher probabilities of being the place of origin of new species. Moreover,
some parts of the domain might not have been available for colonization during much of the
history of diversification (Lomolino et al. 2005). Thus, colonization of such areas will be delayed
creating additional structure in the richness gradient. In this way, the constraints that 1) species
originate from other species (Coyne and Orr 2004), 2) clades originate in South America
(Teeling et al. 2005, Poux et al. 2006), and 3) species can have distributions only within this
continent for most of the clade's evolutionary history (Lomolino et al. 2005) help explain why
there is a tendency for this model to produce high species richness in areas of South America.
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Additional to this effect, there is a clear influence of geometric constraints on simulated
patterns (Willig and Lyons 1998, Colwell and Lees 2000). For both bats and primates, there is a
peak in number of simulated species near the center of South America (Figure 4.2). This peak
also helps to increase the similarity between empirical and simulated richness gradients,
specially for primates which have their highest diversity near the center of the continent, in the
Amazon tropical forest (Figure 4.2; Peres and Jason 1999).
The similarity between observed and simulated richness gradients occurs independently
of any effect of environment. The geometric and spatial constraints included in the model are the
only mechanisms responsible for concordances between these two patterns. However, it is also
apparent that diversity gradients of bats and primates in the New World cannot be fully
accounted for by my model of stochastic diversification. Differences between simulated and
empirical richness gradients are very conspicuous (Figure 4.2). These differences are potentially
the result of environmental variables influencing the diversification of clades and distribution of
species. This is supported by the fact that multiple environmental variables showed correlations
with richness that were significantly different from those that could be produced by my
stochastic diversification model (Figure 4.4).
One of the most important differences between empirical and simulated gradients is the
latitudinal extent of distribution. It is clear from my simulations that stochastic richness gradients
cover a latitudinal extent much larger than empirical gradients (Figures 4.2 and 4.7). The type of
environmental effect leading to this restricted distribution in the empirical clades is not clear, and
my analyses cannot be used to distinguish among the multiple possible ways in which
environment affects the diversification process (Figure 4.1 models D to G). Distinctions among
these possibilities would require the use of predictions which must be different among different
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models, like those made about the phylogenetic structure underlying the richness gradient
(Ricklefs 2006a, Stevens 2006, Algar et al. 2009). For phyllostomid bats, there is some previous
evidence in phylogenetic structure that suggests effects of niche conservatism (Stevens 2006).
Species in this clade might have not been able to adapt to more temperate conditions, preventing
the spread of species further north or south. However, future analyses of phylogenetic gradients
to understand the relative contribution of environmental processes should also consider the
possible phylogenetic structure that simple diversification models might be able to produce.

Figure 4.7. Simulated and observed latitudinal limits to the distribution of clades. The x-axis represents
the latitudinal range of the New World. For each clade, gray bars represent the frequency distribution of
southern limits of simulated clades. Black bars represent simulated northern limits. The vertical lines of
corresponding colors (gray for south, black for north) determine the limits for empirical clades.

Changes Between Regression Coefficients and Hedges' d Values
Previous studies have demonstrated that richness gradients at broad scales are frequently
correlated with environmental characteristics (Field et al. 2009). In particular, richness is
typically strongly associated with environmental variables representing climate and ambient
energy, while measures of environmental heterogeneity are not significant or only of secondary
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importance (Wright et al. 1993, Kreft and Jetz 2007, Field et al. 2009). My results from simple
spatial regression analyses mostly agree with these previous conclusions (Figure 4.4; see also
Ruggiero and Kitzberger 2004, Ulrich et al. 2007). All three environmental hypotheses
considered had variables with significant effects; but, measures of current climate and ambient
energy are clearly the best predictors of richness gradients for both bats and primates.
However, when effect sizes are corrected for null expectations produced by stochastic
diversification, results can be considerably different and new insights can be gained. For
example, temperature seasonality is one of the strongest predictors of richness gradients in both
bats and primates according to results from simple spatial regressions. However, when the
empirical strength of this relationship is compared to that produced by my null model, I find that
the relative effect size of this variable is dramatically reduced; so much that, in the case of
primates, the regression coefficient associated with this environmental characteristic cannot be
distinguished from one that is produced by my null model (Figure 4.4). This indicates that if
New World primates had evolved without influence of any environmental variable, the resulting
richness gradient would have had a relationship with spatial patterns in temperature seasonality
that is similar in strength to that observed in the empirical data. Consequently, reported
relationships between richness and temperature seasonality, even if pervasive, should be
interpreted with caution as they might not represent real evidence that this environmental
characteristic has had an effect on the formation of diversity gradients. This is also true for
temperature, which many previous studies have suggested might be a very important determinant
of richness patterns (Currie 1991, Rohde 1992, Francis and Currie 2003, Allen and Gillooly
2006). On the other hand, it is clear that the relative importance of environmental heterogeneity,
as measured by spatial variation in productivity, increases significantly in importance. This is
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especially true in bats, for which heterogeneity in productivity has the largest Hedges' d value,
indicating that its empirical relationship with richness is the most different from that expected by
stochastic diversification. These results suggest that the relative effects of energy/climate and
environmental heterogeneity might be more similar in strength than previously considered
(Hawkins et al. 2003, Field et al. 2009).
Effects of Geographic Range Size
Previous studies have found that richness gradients are typically much more strongly influenced
by species with large distributions than by species with small distributions (Jetz and Rahbek
2002, Arita and Rodriguez-Tapia 2009, Sizling et al. 2009, Tello and Stevens 2010). This causes
the analysis of richness gradients to be biased towards characterizing patterns formed by species
with broad distributions, while underrepresenting species with narrow distributions, even if they
are a large proportion of the species included in the analysis. Thus, separate analyses for groups
of species with different range sizes have demonstrated that environmental correlates of richness
gradients changes considerably with the size of species' geographic ranges. Various recent
studies have suggested that 1) climate and energy correlate better with richness of broadly
distributed species, while 2) gradients of small-ranged species are less correlated with
environment, and the environmental characteristic better associated with richness of these
species is typically environmental heterogeneity (e.g., Jetz and Rahbek 2002, Tello and Stevens
2010).
My results based on simple regression analyses generally agree with conclusions from
previous studies; however, when interpretations are based on Hedges' d values, conclusions
about environmental correlates of richness can change considerably (Figures 4.5 and 4.6). For
example, just like for the all-species richness gradient, importance of environmental
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heterogeneity for richness of broadly distributed species is apparent only when using null models
to calculate Hedges' d values, while temperature and temperature seasonality decrease
significantly in importance. This suggests, once again, that environmental effects as perceived by
regression coefficients might be misleading, because they do not take into account the type of
richness-environment relationships that are expected under a stochastic diversification model.
In bats, one of the most interesting results is that environmental heterogeneity is
important for all species groups, but heterogeneity in productivity is replaced by heterogeneity in
elevation as the best predictor of richness as range size decreases (Figure 4.5). This is so
probably because species with narrow distributions are more frequently distributed in the
topographically heterogeneous Andes, and less so in other more homogeneous areas like the
Atlantic forest (Figure C.1). High heterogeneity in the Andes could have an effect on diversity by
promoting species subdivisions and consequently speciation, or by increasing the number of
habitat types and hence the number of species that can be present in a given area (Simpson 1964,
MacArthur 1972, Jetz et al. 2004).
In primates, environmental effects observed for the richness gradient of broadly
distributed species quickly disappear, and no environmental condition included in the analyses is
a significant correlate of richness of species with smaller distributions (Figure 4.6). Thus, the
diversity of primates with narrow and medium size distributions might not be driven by major
environmental gradients, and other explanations might be necessary. Riverine barriers have been
suggested to play a key role in determining primate species distributions (Ayres and CluttonBrock 1992, Peres et al. 1996). Consequently, patterns of richness of primates with narrow
distributions might be dependent on 1) the history of regions, with higher diversity in regions
where rivers have promoted allopatric speciation events, or 2) the role of rivers to increase
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species turn-over (beta diversity) by dividing species assemblages, and allowing species coexistence in the same region but on opposite sides of a barrier. This role of riverine barriers in
macroecological richness patterns needs to be rigorously evaluated, but seems conceivable when
looking at maps of species richness of primates with narrow and medium size distributions
(Figure C.1). In these maps, it is obvious that areas around major rivers are zones of high
diversity. Different from what happens with bats, elevation heterogeneity is not important for any
species group of primates. This is probably due to the fact that primates are distributed almost
exclusively in low elevation habitats (Figure C.1; Emmons and Feer 1997), so species cannot
take advantage of the habitat heterogeneity produced by mountain chains.
Conclusions
If diversification of clades is not perfectly deterministic, then some stochasticity must be part of
the model producing diversity gradients. Thus, the most interesting question is not whether
stochasticity occurs during the diversification of clades, but whether diversification is also
influenced by environmental variables, and how much and what type of environmental effect is
necessary to replicate the process that has lead to current patterns of diversity (Gotelli and
McGill 2006). From my analyses, it is clear that a purely stochastic diversification of clades can
lead to richness patterns that are spatially structured, and that this structure is more similar to
empirical gradients than that produced by simpler models. So the constraints and processes
associated with the geographically explicit diversification of a clade can potentially contribute to
formation of richness gradients. However, my results also demonstrate that a purely stochastic
model is not a full explanation for richness gradients of bats and primates, as important
differences exist between simulated and empirical richness gradients.
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Due to the fact that environmental effects on diversity gradients must be expressed
through the diversification process, a purely stochastic model of diversification is a simpler
model than a model where extinction, speciation, range movements or regional species capacities
are a function of environmental characteristics. Thus, effects of environment can be tested by
comparing empirical data with expectations produced by a purely stochastic diversification
model. When this is done, results clearly suggest effects of the environment on the
diversification of clades and the formation of diversity gradients. However, the use of stochastic
diversification as a base expectation to study environmental effects produces conclusions that
can be different from those reached using more traditional analyses. In particular, temperature
seems to produce species-environment correlations that are not different in strength than those
that could be produced by stochastic diversification. On the other hand, the relative importance
of environmental heterogeneity is considerably increased. This might suggest that heterogeneity
might have a stronger effect on the production of diversity gradients than previously presumed
(Francis and Currie 2003, Field et al. 2009).
Finally, species-environment relationships can be strongly dependent on species traits. In
agreement with previous analyses, what environmental variables were perceived as important
correlates of richness changed dramatically with the size of species distributions. For species
with broad distributions, energy, climate seasonality and habitat heterogeneity are all important.
However, in the case of primates, richness of species with small distributions had no
relationships with environmental variables whatsoever. For bats, the only environmental
condition associated with richness of narrowly distributed species was elevation heterogeneity.
These simulation models are a relatively new tool for macroecological research, and their
use as explanatory or null models requires further exploration and development. The simulation
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model I have used has many elements that represent important simplifications of actual processes
occurring in nature. Results presented here are potentially contingent on particularities of the
way stochastic diversification was modeled. I have discussed some of these simplifications and
their potential drawbacks previously (Tello and Stevens 2011). However, most missing or
simplified elements that I am aware of are not likely to produce significantly different results.
Exploration of null and environmentally driven simulation models of geographic diversification
will likely continue, as this methodology holds great potential to provide important insights into
mechanisms behind diversity gradients at broad scales.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS
In Chapter 2 (Tello and Stevens 2010), I demonstrated that environmental characteristics explain
a very large proportion of the variation in richness of bat species in the New World (~90%), most
of it associated to measures of ambient energy and climate seasonality (~80%). Environmental
heterogeneity explained a much smaller amount of variation (~45%), and virtually all the
variation it explained was already explained by the other environmental characteristics.
However, I also found that these results were highly dependent on the size of species
distributions. My analyses indicated that energy and seasonality could explain well the richness
of broadly distributed species. But, species with small range sizes formed richness gradients that
were not very closely related to environment, and only heterogeneity explained a considerable
amount of variation (~30%). These results support the idea that climate and energy might not be
general determinants of species richness gradients. Diversity gradients of species with particular
traits, in this case small distributions, might not be as strongly influenced by environmental
characteristics as previously assumed. My results support other recent research that has found
similar trait-dependent richness-environment associations for other groups of organisms (e.g.,
Jetz and Rahbek 2002, Evans et al. 2005a, Kreft et al. 2006, Rahbek et al. 2007, Terribile et al.
2009).
In Chapter 3 (Tello and Stevens 2011), I found that, even if a clade diversified
stochastically with respect to the environment, species richness could still be frequently and
strongly correlated with environmental variables. These spurious richness-environment
relationships were stronger for measures of ambient energy and climate seasonality than they
were for measures of environmental heterogeneity. Also, there was significant heterogeneity in
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the strength of spurious richness-environment relationships among continents. My results
suggest that environmental effects on the diversification process are not necessary to produce
frequent and strong richness-environment correlations. Moreover, climate and energy, which
have been suggested as the environmental characteristics most closely linked to diversity
gradients, are also the more likely to produce spurious relationships. Thus, at least some of the
effect of energy and climate perceived in empirical data might really represent the coincidental
concordance of environmental and richness gradients, without the need for a causal relationship.
In Chapter 4, I demonstrated that a model of stochastic diversification can produce
patterns of species richness that resemble empirical patterns of bats and primates. The stochastic
diversification model fitted empirical species richness data far better than did simpler models
that have been used in previous studies (geometric constraints and no-constraint models). This
highlights the fact that improving the realism of the process leading to the formation of species
distributions can pay-off by producing species richness gradients that resemble more closely the
empirical data. However, significant differences exist between simulated and empirical gradients,
and these differences must be the result of additional processes not included in my simulation
model.
I then used the stochastic diversification model to produce null richness-environment
correlations for environmental variables representing either energy, heterogeneity or seasonality.
I compared the empirical richness-environment relationships to those expected under a purely
stochastic and environment-independent diversification model, and I used the null values to
correct for true effect size of the empirical richness-environment relationships. At least one
variable from each of the three environmental characteristics had a richness-environment
relationship different from that expected by stochastic diversification. This suggests that
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environment might have an effect on the production of diversity gradients of bats and primates in
the New World that goes beyond that which could be expected by purely stochastic
diversification, as has been suggested by previous research (e.g., Kay et al. 1997, Stevens 2006,
Ulrich et al. 2007). However, when differences between empirical and simulated relationships
were calculated, what environmental characteristics were perceived as important changed
considerably. In particular, environmental heterogeneity appeared to be a more important
correlate of richness gradients than perceived in previous evaluations of richness-environment
relationships (Field et al. 2009).
However, these results were strongly dependent on the size of species distributions. For
species with broad distributions, energy, heterogeneity and seasonality had relationships with
richness that were different from random. However, for species with small distributions, most of
these significant effects disappeared. In the case of bats, only topographic heterogeneity
remained as a significant correlate of richness; for primates with small distributions, no
environmental variable had an effect different from random. These results once again support the
idea that energy/climate might be a good predictor of richness for species that have broad
distributions, but that species with narrow distributions might be affected by other mechanisms,
such as habitat heterogeneity or idiosyncratic events during their diversification history.
THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENT AND STOCHASTICITY IN THE PRODUCTION OF
DIVERSITY GRADIENTS
Richness gradients have been studied for over two centuries (Brown and Sax 2004, Hawkins
2004). Generating a general well-accepted model for the formation of these gradients has proven
extremely challenging because there are many viable hypotheses that could explain why
diversity is not evenly distributed across the planet (Willig et al. 2003). Many of these
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hypotheses involve the effects of environment. Environmental characteristics have been
proposed to influence rates of speciation or extinction, the movement of species, and/or the
capacities of regions for supporting diversity (Currie et al. 2004, Evans et al. 2005b, Mittelbach
et al. 2007). The idea that environmental gradients are important in the formation of diversity
patterns has been supported in large part by the pervasiveness with which richness and
environmental variables are correlated (Field et al. 2009). Particularly, climatic and energetic
characteristics of the environment are strongly associated with richness at broad scales.
Recent studies, however, have started to demonstrate important exceptions to these
general conceptions about species-environment relationships (e.g., Jetz and Rahbek 2002,
Hawkins et al. 2007, Buckley et al. 2010). One of the most important is that richness gradients
formed by species with narrow distributions might not be strongly associated with environmental
variables as previously assumed (e.g., Jetz and Rahbek 2002, Terribile et al. 2009, Tello and
Stevens 2010). Most previous evaluations of richness-environment relationships have focused on
groups of species that contain heterogeneity in geographic range size. Because broadly
distributed species tend to contribute disproportionately to the formation of richness gradients
(Lennon et al. 2004, Sizling et al. 2009), the gradients formed by narrowly distributed species
have been underrepresented in evaluations of richness-environment associations. The weak
association between richness of narrowly distributed species and environmental factors,
particularly energy and climate, suggests that diversity patterns of a large proportion of species
(those with small distributions) might not be influenced by environmental variation. Many
explanations that link richness gradients with environment, particularly with ambient energy and
climate, predict that effects should be general (Evans et al. 2005b, Hawkins et al. 2007). There is
no clear reason to expect effects of energy/climate for broadly distributed species, but not for
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narrowly distributed species. Thus, these important exceptions question the generality of
environmental determinants of richness gradients.
Whatever effect environment has on production of broad-scale richness gradients, they
must be mediated by speciation, extinction and the movements of species distributions
(Mittelbach et al. 2007). This is also true for any other force proposed to explain richness
gradients, as these basic evolutionary/biogeographic processes are those responsible for adding
or subtracting species from a particular region (Wiens and Donoghue 2004, Tello and Stevens
2011). Thus, the geographical diversification of clades provides the framework to understand
how diversity gradients have been formed. Most previous studies have used richness gradients of
paraphyletic or polyphyletic groups of species (e.g., Badgley and Fox 2000, Buckley and Jetz
2007, Rangel et al. 2007). These analyses have been insightful, but make it difficult to study the
evolution of diversity gradients as a consequence of the geographical diversification of clades.
Recent studies are providing evidence for the advantages of studying monophyletic species
groups in understanding how a clade’s history has lead to spatial patterns of diversity (e.g.,
Stevens 2006, 2011, Wiens et al. 2006, Algar et al. 2009a, Buckley et al. 2010).
Because geographical clade diversification is the common framework by which diversity
gradients are produced in all organisms, a purely random diversification process should be the
most basic model to account for diversity gradients (Tello and Stevens 2011, Chapter 4). Such a
stochastic model is capable of producing spatially structured diversity gradients because it is
subjected to fundamental spatial constraints. These constraints are a consequence of the fact that
diversification occurs in space. Considering the spatial dimension of biological processes has
provided important insights into many areas of research, from morphogenesis to community
dynamics (Turing 1952, Huffaker 1958, Sole and Bascompte 2006). Nevertheless, the degree
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with which empirical richness gradients resemble patterns produced by such stochastic
diversification has been rarely evaluated. Additionally, no study has used stochastic
diversification to account for patterns of richness-environment correlations, or to study the effect
of environmental variables on species richness gradients. Computer simulations of the
diversification process will play a major role in the future study of diversity gradients (Gotelli
2008, Gotelli et al. 2009), but this research will benefit from considering the role of stochasticity
in the production of richness gradients before jumping into the construction of complex models
that presume strong effects of environment, particularly of climate or energy (Brayard et al.
2005, Rangel et al. 2007, Colwell and Rangel 2010).
Many recent studies have attempted to make predictions about the future of diversity
given expected changes in climate (e.g., Currie 2001, Algar et al. 2009b, Sommer et al. 2010).
These predictions would provide extremely valuable information about what areas of the planet
are more likely to be impacted by loss of biological diversity and the consequent changes to
ecosystem functions. These areas could then be the focus of work to mitigate the effects of
climate change and habitat modification on natural and human populations. Sommer et al. (2010)
and others have used the relationships between richness and environment to produce these types
of potentially important predictions. However, the effect of environment on production of
richness gradients is unclear (Currie et al. 2004, Tello and Stevens 2010, 2011). Some of the
perceived effects might result from spurious relationships, or might be restricted only to species
with broad distributions. Future research needs to continue developing our capacity for
predicting changes in diversity, but needs to consider the complexities and uncertainties about
how diversity gradients have been produced and are maintained.
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 2
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF EACH ENVIRONMENTAL HYPOTHESIS INCLUDED IN
THIS STUDY
Energy
The energy hypothesis has been mechanistically connected to species richness in a number of
different ways (Evans et al. 2005). The possibilities that have received the most recent attention
are effects of temperature on metabolism, and effects of energy availability on species
extinctions. When thinking about energetic determinants of species richness, it is important to
differentiate among two types of energy: kinetic and potential (Allen et al. 2007). Kinetic energy
refers to temperature, and it affects ectothermic organisms primarily by influencing metabolic
rates. Temperature can increase mutation rates (Rohde 1992, Gillooly et al. 2005, Allen and
Gillooly 2006), and decreases generation time (Gillooly et al. 2002). This has the potential to
promote evolutionary rates, leading to elevated species richness in places with high temperatures.
In contrast, potential (or chemical) energy refers to energy stored in biomolecules produced
primarily by photosynthesis. At local scales, potential energy has been linked to species richness
through its effects on population size. More food (potential energy) potentially translates into
larger or denser populations. In turn, populations with large numbers of individuals are less
likely to go extinct (more individuals hypothesis: Srivastava and Lawton 1998). A number of
theoretical and empirical studies have documented the relationship between extinction
probability and number of individuals (Lande 1993, Lynch et al. 1995) or range size (Jones et al.
2003). This could produce species-rich biotas in highly productive areas due to reduction in
extinction rates. Additionally, since energy transmission across the food web is inefficient,
species in high trophic levels tend to be the most energy-constrained, and less abundant; this
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could cause part of the reduction in species richness to be the result of loss of species at the top
of the food web, and produce an association between energy availability and number of trophic
levels (e. g. Kaunzinger and Morin 1998, but see Post 2002).
A final consideration related to the energy hypothesis is that water can play an important
role in mediating energetic effects. Water is fundamental in transformation of light energy into
potential energy by photosynthesis, and water is also fundamental in transfer of energy produced
by autotrophs to higher levels of the food web. Consequently, water availability can be an
important constraint on creation and transfer of potential energy and can play a fundamental role
in effects that energy has on species richness (Evans et al. 2005).
These and various other explanations for the strong species-energy relationships observed
have been proposed (Evans et al. 2005). But, the exact way by which energy affects taxonomic
diversity is still unknown since all possibilities lack strong empirical support. For example, the
strong species-energy relationship is true for both endotherms and ectoterms, yet the effects of
temperature on metabolic rates are mostly restricted to ectotherm organisms (Hawkins et al.
2007). Similarly, the more individuals hypotheses requires that places with higher species
richness have also populations that are denser, and this has been found not to be the case (Currie
et al. 2004). Much work will be necessary to clarify the mechanisms behind the frequent
richness-energy relationships.
Environmental Heterogeneity
Environmental heterogeneity can occur in at least two forms: topographic complexity or habitat
variability (Ruggiero and Hawkins 2008). Topographic complexity potentially increases number
of barriers to dispersal (Simpson 1964), thereby reducing gene flow and increasing population
subdivision. In turn, populations isolated from one another can speciate allopatrically. This
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process can lead to high species richness in topographically heterogeneous regions. Besides
topographic complexity, habitat variability can also have an effect on species richness. High
habitat variability provides a broader niche space, or ‘more niches’ (MacArthur 1964). At local
scales, this offers a scenario where a higher number of species can co-exist in a community by
occupying different portions of the niche space. At a regional scale, high spatial habitat
variability can produce elevated levels of species turnover across communities, leading to
regions with high species richness independently of richness at local levels. Additionally, habitat
variability can affect speciation rates by allowing an original species to split into two or more
descendant species through parapatric speciation (Rosenzweig 1995, Graham et al. 2004).
Seasonality
Seasonality can be considered a form of environmental heterogeneity that occurs along a
temporal dimension, and has been both positively and negatively associated with species
richness. On one hand, similar to the effect produced by spatial environmental heterogeneity,
seasonality could provide the template for species to specialize and coexist by occupying
different portions of the temporal niche dimension (Tilman et al. 1993). In contrast, seasonality
has been proposed as a source of environmental instability (e. g. wide temperature fluctuations).
This temporal environmental instability can generate wide population fluctuations, which have
been shown to significantly increase extinction risk (Inchausti and Halley 2003). Additionally,
species may ameliorate the problem of temporal variability by developing broad niches (Pianka
1966, MacArthur 1972). At local scales, broad niches can lead to species-poor communities due
to lack of fine partitioning of niche space (MacArthur 1972). At large scales, broad niches can
lead to species with large geographic distributions, with few ecological barriers to dispersal, and
little population subdivision, which in turn would reduce the likelihood of speciation events.
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS USED TO
PREDICT BAT SPECIES RICHNESS

Figure A.1. Spatial distribution of environmental characteristics used to predict bat species richness
estimated in each 100 by 100 km cell for which species richness data were obtained. First row: energy
variables. A) Average net primary productivity (g of Carbon/yr ×1,000,000,000); B) average annual
precipitation (mm); C) average mean annual temperature (°C). Second row: heterogeneity variables. D)
Elevation standard deviation (masl); E) NPP standard deviation (g of Carbon/yr ×1,000,000,000); F)
annual precipitation standard deviation (mm); G) mean annual temperature standard deviation (°C). Third
row: seasonality variables. H) Average coefficient of variation of monthly precipitation; I) average
monthly standard deviation of temperature (°C).
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CORRELATIONS AMONG LOGARITHMS OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES

fits. Points vary in gray intensity depending on species richness; light gray corresponds to low species
richness; dark gray corresponds to high species richness.
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DETAILED RESULTS OF VARIATION PARTITIONING ANALYSES
Table A.1. Detailed results of variation partitioning analyses. First column describes the different fractions of variation defined in Figure 2.2. The second
column defines fractions of variation in terms of environmental hypotheses. Results are presented for richness gradients of all bats, and for that of each
species group based on geographic range size (see text for details). For each combination of variation component and richness gradient, adjusted R 2 and
its confidence interval are presented. Those adjusted R 2 values in bold were statistically greater than expected by chance according to a permutation test
(see text for details). e: energy, h: heterogeneity, s: seasonality, Ս: union, Ո: intersection, |: after accounting for, n: number of cells for analysis.
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0.410

e
h
s
eՍh
eՍs
hՍs

0.810
0.430
0.810
0.840
0.910
0.840
0.080
0.010
0.080
0.020
0.020
0.320
0.380

0.800
0.410
0.800
0.830
0.910
0.830
0.080
0.010
0.070
0.020
0.020
0.300
0.360

0.820
0.460
0.820
0.850
0.920
0.850
0.090
0.010
0.090
0.030
0.030
0.350
0.410

0.760
0.410
0.850
0.770
0.910
0.870
0.040
0.000
0.150
0.020
0.010
0.320
0.370

0.740
0.380
0.840
0.750
0.910
0.870
0.040
0.000
0.140
0.020
0.010
0.300
0.350

0.770
0.430
0.860
0.780
0.920
0.880
0.050
0.000
0.160
0.020
0.020
0.340
0.400

0.600
0.430
0.700
0.710
0.720
0.740
0.030
0.050
0.060
0.000
0.070
0.250
0.320

0.580
0.400
0.680
0.690
0.710
0.720
0.020
0.040
0.050
-0.010
0.060
0.230
0.300

0.620
0.460
0.710
0.730
0.740
0.760
0.040
0.050
0.070
0.000
0.080
0.270
0.350

0.160
0.230
0.090
0.390
0.180
0.260
0.130
0.220
0.010
-0.040
0.010
0.020
0.050

0.140
0.200
0.070
0.360
0.160
0.230
0.110
0.190
0.000
-0.070
0.000
0.010
0.030

0.190
0.270
0.110
0.430
0.210
0.300
0.160
0.250
0.010
-0.030
0.030
0.040
0.060

0.060
0.300
0.110
0.350
0.160
0.320
0.030
0.200
0.000
0.020
0.100
0.020
-0.010

0.030
0.250
0.090
0.300
0.130
0.280
0.010
0.150
0.000
-0.020
0.070
0.010
-0.020

0.100
0.360
0.150
0.410
0.210
0.380
0.060
0.250
0.020
0.050
0.120
0.040
0.010

0.080

0.070

0.090

0.090

0.080

0.090

0.230

0.220

0.250

0.600

0.570

0.630

0.650

0.590

0.69

e|(hՍs)
h|(eՍs)
s|(eՍh)
(eՈh)|s
(hՈs)|e
(eՈs)|h
eՈhՈs
1(eՍhՍs)
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 3
ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES
Detailed Results of the Two-Way ANOVA and Tukey's Post-Hoc Tests
Table B.1. Detailed results of the two-way ANOVA and Tukey's post-hoc tests. Adjusted R 2 values of
stochastic species-environment relationships were compared among hypotheses and continents. Only
adjusted R2s of the primary variable in each simulation run were used. Primary adjusted R 2 values were
logit-transformed before analysis. Significant p-values are presented in bold letters. Not applicable values
(NA) are generated because energy and heterogeneity were never the best predictors of simulated richness
in Eurasia (Figure 3.5).
Two-way AVOVA test
F

Tukey's post hoc test

p

Contrast

Difference

p

Hypothesis
187.249

<0.001

Heterogeneity

Energy

-0.780

0.009

Seasonality

Energy

0.559

<0.001

Seasonality

Heterogeneity

1.339

<0.001

Australia

Africa

0.954

<0.001

Eurasia

Africa

-0.016

0.973

New World

Africa

-0.188

<0.001

Eurasia

Australia

-0.970

<0.001

New World

Australia

-1.142

<0.001

New World

Eurasia

-0.172

<0.001

Energy: Africa

Energy: Australia

0.492

0.271

Energy: Africa

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Energy: Africa

Energy: New World

0.181

0.128

Energy: Africa

Heterogeneity: Africa

-1.050

0.475

Energy: Africa

Heterogeneity: Australia

0.109

1.000

Energy: Africa

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Energy: Africa

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.252

0.205

Energy: Africa

Seasonality: Africa

-0.191

0.173

Energy: Africa

Seasonality: Australia

1.381

<0.001

Energy: Africa

Seasonality: Eurasia

0.405

<0.001

Energy: Africa

Seasonality: New World

0.077

0.790

Energy: Australia

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Continent
458.849

<0.001

Hypothesis*Continent
7.471

<0.001

Table B.1 continued
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Two-way AVOVA test
F

Tukey's post hoc test

p

Contrast

Difference

p

Energy: Australia

Energy: New World

-0.311

0.907

Energy: Australia

Heterogeneity: Australia

-0.383

1.000

Energy: Australia

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Energy: Australia

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.745

0.020

Energy: Australia

Seasonality: Australia

0.889

<0.001

Energy: Australia

Seasonality: Eurasia

-0.088

1.000

Energy: Australia

Seasonality: New World

-0.415

0.547

Energy: Eurasia

Energy: New World

NA

NA

Energy: Eurasia

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Energy: Eurasia

Heterogeneity: New World

NA

NA

Energy: Eurasia

Seasonality: Eurasia

NA

NA

Energy: Eurasia

Seasonality: New World

NA

NA

Energy: New World

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.434

0.08

Energy: New World

Seasonality: New World

-0.104

0.881

Heterogeneity: Africa

Energy: Australia

1.542

0.075

Heterogeneity: Africa

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Africa

Energy: New World

1.231

0.234

Heterogeneity: Africa

Heterogeneity: Australia

1.158

0.818

Heterogeneity: Africa

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Africa

Heterogeneity: New World

-0.203

1.000

Heterogeneity: Africa

Seasonality: Africa

0.858

0.778

Heterogeneity: Africa

Seasonality: Australia

2.430

<0.001

Heterogeneity: Africa

Seasonality: Eurasia

1.454

0.064

Heterogeneity: Africa

Seasonality: New World

1.127

0.359

Heterogeneity: Australia

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Australia

Energy: New World

0.073

1.000

Heterogeneity: Australia

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Australia

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.361

0.612

Heterogeneity: Australia

Seasonality: Australia

1.272

0.185

Heterogeneity: Australia

Seasonality: Eurasia

0.296

1.000

Heterogeneity: Australia

Seasonality: New World

-0.031

1.000

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

Energy: New World

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

Heterogeneity: New World

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

Seasonality: Eurasia

NA

NA

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

Seasonality: New World

NA

NA

Table B.1 continued
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Two-way AVOVA test
F

Tukey's post hoc test

p

Contrast

Difference

p

Heterogeneity: New World

Seasonality: New World

1.330

0.136

Seasonality: Africa

Energy: Australia

0.684

0.025

Seasonality: Africa

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Seasonality: Africa

Energy: New World

0.373

<0.001

Seasonality: Africa

Heterogeneity: Australia

0.300

1.000

Seasonality: Africa

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Seasonality: Africa

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.061

0.469

Seasonality: Africa

Seasonality: Australia

1.572

<0.001

Seasonality: Africa

Seasonality: Eurasia

0.596

<0.001

Seasonality: Africa

Seasonality: New World

0.269

0.005

Seasonality: Australia

Energy: Eurasia

NA

NA

Seasonality: Australia

Energy: New World

-1.200

<0.001

Seasonality: Australia

Heterogeneity: Eurasia

NA

NA

Seasonality: Australia

Heterogeneity: New World

-2.633

<0.001

Seasonality: Australia

Seasonality: Eurasia

-0.976

<0.001

Seasonality: Australia

Seasonality: New World

-1.303

<0.001

Seasonality: Eurasia

Energy: New World

-0.223

0.012

Seasonality: Eurasia

Heterogeneity: New World

-1.657

0.015

Seasonality: Eurasia

Seasonality: New World

-0.327

<0.001
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Spatial Distribution of Environmental Characteristics Used to Predict Simulated Species
Richness

Figure B.1. Spatial distribution of environmental characteristics used to predict simulated species
richness. Values are estimated in each 100 by 100 km cell of the four domains used: Africa, Australia,
Eurasia and the New World. First row are energy variables: mean annual net primary productivity (g of
Carbon/yr), mean annual precipitation (mm), and mean average annual temperature (°C). Second row are
heterogeneity variables: elevation standard deviation (masl), annual NPP standard deviation (g of
Carbon/yr), annual precipitation standard deviation (mm), average annual temperature standard deviation
(°C). Third row are seasonality variables: mean coefficient of variation of monthly precipitation, mean
monthly standard deviation of temperature (°C), and mean range of monthly temperature (°C). White and
gray areas were not considered in analyses. Maps use a Mollweide projection.
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COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF DRD SIMULATION MODEL
The DRD model takes place in time steps. In the first time step, one cell from throughout the
domain is randomly selected to be the point of origin for the diversifying clade; all cells in the
domain have the same probability of being chosen. The first species in the simulation colonizes
this starting cell, and its target range is selected at random from a pool of range sizes; this pool of
range sizes follows a log-normal distribution (see variations to simulation parameters). Starting
with the second time step, a number of events take place in the following sequence.
1. Range shift. Each species currently present in the domain is evaluated for range shift.
Whether a species moves it distribution or not is determined by the parameter MP, which
is the probability of range movement. MP is identical for all species and it is constant
through time. If a species is selected to move its distribution, then it chooses at random
one of eight directions (north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west or west), and
moves its entire distribution one cell in such direction. This process, repeated through
time, causes species distributions to follow random walks within the domain, and the rate
of movement is given by MP.
During these random shifts, a species can move part of its distribution outside of the
domain. In such case, that part of the distribution is lost and will need to be regained by
stochastic spread of its range elsewhere (see below). However, no species was allowed to
go extinct by moving its entire distribution outside the domain.
2. Range spread. Each species present in the domain is evaluated as to whether it has
reached its target range size. Those species that have range sizes smaller than their target
range size are tagged for stochastic range spread. In the spreading dye algorithm of Jetz
and Rabhek (2001), stochastic spread of species occurs as each cell at the edge of the
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distribution “sends dispersers” and colonizes one of the immediately adjacent cells. In
our algorithm, however, we allow for each of the already occupied cells to “send
dispersers” to adjacent cells or to cells that are farther away (similar to Colwell et al.
2009). Coordinates for the cell to “receive dispersers” from an already occupied cell are
determined by: 1) sampling a dispersal distance at random from a log-normal distribution
with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 0.4 on a log-scale, and dispersal distance was
then rounded to the nearest higher integer; 2) giving the dispersal distance a direction by
multiplying it by either 1, 0 or -1 selected at random; and 3) summing the coordinates of
the cell of origin plus the dispersal distance. This process is carried out independently for
the x and y coordinates. If the cell “receiving dispersers” is empty, then the species
colonizes it. If the species is already present in that cell, the cell is outside of the domain,
or the cell of destination is the same as the cell of origin, then no change in the
distribution of the species occurs. This process is conducted for all occupied cells.
The standard deviation for the log-normal distribution was set to 0.4 because this value
was found to produce rare dispersal events larger than one or two cells away from the cell
of origin; this has the consequence of producing distributions with few or no internal
empty cells (Colwell et al. 2009). This was important because most current studies of
diversity at broad scales have used range map overlaps to estimate diversity (McPherson
and Jetz 2007). These are typically maps of extent of occurrence, which contain little or
no unoccupied areas within the distribution of a species. At the same time, the value of
0.4 also speeds the spread of species distributions by producing rare long dispersal
events.
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3. Speciation. Each species in the domain is evaluated for speciation. Probability of a
species giving rise to a new one is provided by the parameter SP, the speciation
probability. Per-species probability of speciation is identical for all species and constant
through time. Speciation in our simulations is modeled as a punctuated event. For each
speciation event, a cell is selected at random from throughout the distribution of the
parental species. These cells represent the points of origin for the distribution of the new
species. This is equivalent to saying that a population or an individual has speciated and
given rise to a new species. Then, new target range sizes are sampled at random and with
replacement from the pool of range sizes; these range sizes are then assigned to each of
the new species.
4. Extinction. All species currently present in the domain are evaluated for survival.
Probability of a species going extinct is given by the parameter EP, the extinction
probability. If a species is selected for extinction, then the distribution of such species
disappears from the domain. EP is identical among all species, but it can either remain
constant through time or change as a function of diversity. This produces two patterns of
clade diversification: exponential and logistic (see variations to simulation parameters).
After these steps have taken place, the simulation moves to the next time step to start
another cycle of range movements, range growths, speciations and extinctions. The simulation
stops when the surviving number of species in the clade matches the predetermined number of
species plus one. This time between the origin of the last required species and the origin of the
additional species allows the distribution of the last species to develop. The additional species is
then eliminated from the output. At this point, a species richness gradient is estimated by
counting the number of range overlaps in each cell of the domain.
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Variations to Simulation Parameters
Each repetition of the simulation models varied its parameterization. In this way, we tried to
emulate some of the variation observed among empirical clades in the evolutionary and
biogeographic processes that lead to the construction of richness gradients and richnessenvironment relationships. This variation can also be used to investigate the potential effects that
simulation parameters have on the strength of richness-environment relationships produced by
our simulations. Simulation runs varied in: 1) total number of species produced during the
diversification of the clade, 2) mean of the pool frequency distribution of range sizes, 3) place of
origin for the clade, 4) probability of species shifting their ranges, 5) probability of speciation, 6)
initial probability of extinction, and 7) whether accumulation of species in a clade was logistic or
exponential.
1. Clade diversity (Div): For each simulation, the target clade diversity was selected at
random from a uniform distribution of richness values ranging from 100 to 300 species.
Many studies of species richness gradients use groups of species that contain more than
our maximum number of species (e.g., Bokma et al. 2001, Storch et al. 2006, Rangel et
al. 2007); but, these studies typically use polyphyletic species groups. In our study,
artificial clades with much larger numbers of species would have slowed down our
simulations significantly, making it difficult to replicate extensively. However, we believe
that much higher number of species would not strongly modify our conclusions.
2. Proportional range size (PRS): During simulations, each species selects at random its
target range size from a frequency distribution of ranges. It is well documented that range
sizes in real species groups are skewed: more species have smaller distributions than
large distributions (Gaston 2003). Many of these empirical range-size frequency
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distributions approximate a log-normal distribution (although many times they are not
perfectly described by this distribution; Gaston 2003). Thus, for each of our simulation
runs, the frequency distribution of range sizes was modeled as: F =exp [ N  μ,σ 2  ] . Where
μ=ln  domain size∗p  ; p is a variate from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.05 to
0.7. The value of p determines the proportional average range size, and was varied
randomly among simulation runs. This caused the mean of the pool frequency
distribution to vary approximately from 5% to 70% of the domain size. Many empirical
studies of richness gradients at broad extents have used species groups where their
average range size is within this range (Dunn et al. 2007).
The variance is determined as: σ 2 = 0 .8− p  2 . This ensured that as the average range
size increased, the species with ranges larger than the domain did not dominate the
frequency distribution. Any species with a range size larger than the domain was
shortened to match the total domain size.
3. Place of clade origin: The cell colonized by the first species represents the place of origin
for the clade. For each simulation, a cell was selected at random for the initial
colonization of the domain. All cells had identical probabilities of being selected. We then
recorded the latitude (Lat) and longitude (Lon) of the place of origin for the clade in each
simulation run.
4. Range movement probability (MP): the per-species/per-time step probability of range
movement for each simulation was drawn at random from a uniform distribution varying
from 0 to 1. MP of 0 produces species with static ranges, while MP of 1 causes every
species to move its range at every time step.
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5. Diversification type (DT): For each simulation, one of two modes of increase in species
richness is possible: logistic or exponential (Lane and Benton 2003, Benton and Harper
2009). For exponential richness growth, per-species/per-time step probabilities of
speciation and extinction remain constant through time. However, in the case of logistic
richness growth, the speciation probability remains constant and the extinction
probability changes positively as a function of the number of species in the domain (see
below). In each continent, half the simulations used an exponential model of
diversification, and the other half used a logistic model.
6. Speciation probability (SP): At each time step, there is a probability for each species to
speciate. For each simulation, speciation probability was drawn at random from a
uniform distribution varying from 0.0005 to 0.005. This typically puts the speciation
events in a much longer time scale than either range growth or range movement.
7. Extinction probability (EP): For each simulation run, extinction probability was drawn at
random from a uniform distribution of values ranging from 0 to (SP x 0.75). This ensures
that in each simulation the extinction rate is at most 75% of the speciation rate, leading to
diversifying clades with positive richness growth. Smaller differences between speciation
and extinction rates would slow down simulations too much to be able to obtain enough
replications. For the cases where diversification model is exponential, the perspecies/per-time step extinction probability is diversity-independent and constant through
time. On the other hand, if richness growth is logistic, extinction probability increases as
the clade diversifies. This increase is adjusted so that the equilibrium diversity produced
by speciation and extinction probabilities equals the required clade diversity (Div). Thus,
extinction varies with the number of species according to the following function:
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EP t =EP 0 

SP−EP 0
Div

div t

where EPt is the probability of extinction at time t, EP0 is initial probability of extinction,
SP is the probability of speciation, Div is the target clade diversity, and divt is the clade
diversity at time t.
EFFECTS OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS ON SIMULATED RICHNESSENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIPS
Simulation runs for our DRD model varied in simulation parameters (see detailed description of
DRD simulation model for more information). We included this variation with the objective of
emulating variability observed in diversification of empirical clades. However, this random
variation can also be used to investigate the influence that simulation parameters have on
strength of species-environment relationships produced by our model.
Methods
To determine which parameters had a significant effect on strength of stochastic speciesenvironment relationships, we ran multiple regressions in which logit-transformed adjusted R2s
(not primary adjusted R2s) of stochastic richness-environment relationships were the dependent
variable and the different simulation parameters were the predictors: 1) final clade diversity, 2)
proportional range size, 3) latitude of clade origin, 4) longitude of clade origin, 5) probability of
range movement, 6) probability of speciation, 7) initial probability of extinction, and 8) diversity
growth type. We ran one of these regressions for each combination of hypothesis and domain.
We used regression coefficients to estimate the effects of parameters on simulation outcomes. To
make coefficients comparable, both dependent and independent variables were centered and
standardized.
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Results and Discussion
Our results indicate that simulation parameters can explain a significant proportion of variation
in stochastic species-environment relationships (from 2.1% to 60.1%; mean=24.1%; Figure B.2).
But in the majority of cases, most variation cannot be accounted for (Figure B.2). This suggests
that influence of simulation parameters is overridden by stochasticity in our model, so that
frequently most variation in strength of species-environment relationships is not produced by
variation in simulation parameters.
Moreover, effects of simulation parameters change much among continents and
hypotheses, and no simulation parameter had a consistently strong effect on species-environment
relationships (Figure B.2). For example, even though proportional range size was significant in
10 of 12 cases, its effects were variable and usually small. The only exception was the effect of
this parameter on the species-heterogeneity and species-seasonality relationships in the New
World. According to our results, as range size increases, the strength of species-environment
relationships in the New World tend to significantly decrease. The causes for this effect are
unclear, and would require further investigation, which is outside the objectives of the current
analyses. Movement probability was also frequent predictor of species-environment
relationships: it was significant in 9 out of 12 cases. However, the direction of its effect changes
considerably: in 4 cases it had a positive effect, and in 5 its effect was negative. Moreover, its
effects were typically small. Speciation probability and latitude of clade origin were significant
predictors in 5 out of 12 cases, but once again effects were typically very small. All other
simulation parameters were rarely significant predictors of stochastic species-environment
correlations (Figure B.2).
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Figure B.2. Effects of simulation parameters on strength of species-environment relationships produced
by the DRD model. For each combination of hypothesis and continent, bars corresponds to standardized
multiple regression coefficients representing effect of each particular parameter. Bars with asterisks
represent parameters that were statistically significant (p≤0.05). We also report the total amount of
variation in simulated species-environment relationships that is explained by all parameters together. DT:
diversification type (dummy variable: 0=logistic, 1=exponential), SP: speciation probability, EP: initial
extinction probability, MP: movement probability, Lat: latitude of clade origin, Lon: longitude of clade
origin, Div: final clade diversity, and PRS: average range size proportional to domain size.
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In general, no simulation parameter had a consistently strong effect on speciesenvironment relationships simulated by our DRD model. Moreover, significant parameters
frequently changed in the direction of their effect and in their strength among domains and
among environmental characteristics. This suggests that, when the distribution and
diversification of clades occur independently of environmental gradients and at random, clade
diversity, rates at which distributions have moved, and rates at which clades have diversified
might not always be dominant determinants of the relationship between richness and
environment gradients. These results, however, might be contingent on the particularities of the
simulation model used, and are not necessarily applicable to other models of geographic clade
diversification (see Gotelli et al. 2009 for a review).
COMPARISON OF RESULTS BASED ON OLS AND SPATIAL REGRESSIONS
Most analyses of environmental correlates of species richness at broad scales have made use of
ordinary least squares (OLS) to fit models to data (Wright et al. 1993, Field et al. 2009). Even
though the OLS approach has been widely used, this type of analysis has been criticized recently
because data frequently violate some of its most fundamental assumptions, particularly due to the
autocorrelation that is frequently inherent in spatial data (Dormann et al. 2007, Beale et al.
2010). The two most important consequences of spatial autocorrelation are: 1) undesired changes
in type I error rates of statistical tests, and 2) biases or uncertainties in the estimation of model
parameters. Thus, macroecological studies are increasingly using regression models that are
capable of handling better spatial autocorrelation in data. Advantages and drawbacks of these
spatial regression models have been discussed in many recent publications, and their use and
correct interpretation continue to be a source of discussion (e.g., Diniz-Filho et al. 2007,
Dormann et al. 2007, Bini et al. 2009, Peres-Neto and Legendre 2009, Beale et al. 2010). Here,
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we investigate whether the spurious species-environment relationships we identified in our main
analyses based on OLS regressions remain when analyses are repeated when using analyses that
control for spatial autocorrelation.
Methods
In these analyses, instead of fitting only OLS regressions to each of the 1200 stochastic richness
gradients, we also used spatial autoregressive error models (SARe). SARe models have been
frequently used, and a recent study by Beale et al. (2010) showed that SARe is among the spatial
regression models with best statistical behavior. Unlike OLS regressions, SARe models are fitted
by maximum likelihood. Under this approach, it is not possible to calculate a measure of effect
size that is equivalent to the R2 values used in OLS regressions. Thus, we compared speciesenvironment relationships among environmental characteristics and continents using regression
coefficients. For each simulation run, we fitted two full models (where all environmental
predictors where included simultaneously), one for OLS regression and one for SARe model. For
each regression, both simulated species richness and environmental predictors were centered and
standardized. Regression coefficients and their p-values were retained from these analyses.
For each environmental predictor, we built a frequency distribution of the coefficient
values produced by our DRD model in each continent. If spatial analyses correctly identify the
fact that species richness gradients and environmental characteristics are causally unrelated in
our simulations, then these distributions should be tightly distributed with a mean of zero. Thus,
the means of frequency distributions of coefficients were compared with the expected value of
zero using a one sample t-tests (using a non-parametric tests leads to identical conclusions;
results not shown).
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Additionally, we tested whether absolute values of SARe coefficients were different
among the different hypotheses that each variable represented, and for the different continents
where simulations were run. We used absolute values because we were only interested in the
degree of difference from zero for each coefficient (the “explanatory power” of each predictor),
and not in its direction. For this analysis, we used a linear mixed effects model. Coefficient
absolute values were compared among hypotheses and continents, while simulation runs and
variables were included as random effects. This was done in R using the function lme in the
package nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2009).
Finally, we used p-values calculated for each coefficient in each simulation to estimate
type I error rates (the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis, given that the null hypothesis is
true). These type I error rates were then compared to the expected value of 0.05.
One of the main drawbacks of spatial regression models is that they frequently are much
more computer intensive than OLS regressions. Because of limits in computer capacity, we were
not able to use every cell in each continent to fit these models. To make sure that we could run
the analyses, we randomly subsampled and used 75% of the cells in each continent (Beale et al.
2010). All analyses (OLS and SARe) were run using the same subsample of cells from each
continent. To define the best neighborhood distance parameter, we randomly selected ten
simulated gradients from each continent. For these, we investigated what distance to define
neighborhoods produced the best model (i.e., minimized the Akaike Information Criterion) by
fitting 15 models ranging in values from 100 to 600 km. Based on these sample cases, we found
that a distance of 210 km was the best choice; thus, we used this neighborhood distance to build
SARe models for all simulations. SARe models were fit using the function errorsarlm in the R
package spdep (Bivand et al. 2010).
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Results
According to one-sample t-tests, coefficient values from spatial analyses were statistically
different from zero in all continents and for variables representing all hypotheses. The degree to
which a particular coefficient was different from zero, however, was reduced in comparison to
coefficients calculated using OLS regressions (Figure B.3).
Despite this reduction in the value of coefficients from OLS to SARe, the magnitude of
coefficients seem to follow a similar pattern to the one we established using OLS regression
(Figure B.4). Our linear mixed effects model showed that there were statistically significant
differences in the magnitude of SARe coefficient values among environmental hypotheses and
among continents (Table B.2). Moreover, a significant hypothesis-by-continent interaction term
was identified (Table B.2).
It is clear that random correlations of richness with seasonality are typically stronger than
richness-energy correlations, and that random richness-energy relationships are stronger than
richness-heterogeneity relationships (Figure B.4). Additionally, average species-seasonality
relationships are typically strongest in the New World, followed by Africa. However, speciesenergy relationships are strongest in Eurasia, closely followed by Africa. Differences among
continents seem to be strong for seasonality and energy; but, continents differ only slightly in
terms of random richness-heterogeneity relationships. These conclusions seem to be independent
of the type of analysis used (Figure B.4).
The fact that most coefficient values are on average different from zero (Figure B.3) also
translate into high type I error rates. In all continents and for at least one variable of each
hypothesis, there were coefficients that had type I error rates ranging from moderate to extremely
large (Figure B.5).
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Figure B.3. Violin plots comparing distributions of standardized regression coefficients between OLS and
SARe analyses by continent. Variation in width is proportional to variation in number of simulations.
Stars identify coefficients that were significantly biased (p≤0.05) based on one-sample t-tests. NS identify
non-biased coefficients. T-tests compared the mean of the distribution of each coefficient with the
expected value of zero. These are regression coefficients from a multiple regression where all predictors
were included simultaneously. This is different from the univariate regression coefficients shown in
Figure 3.3. Note that scaling is identical for OLS and SARe panels in each continent.
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Figure B.4. Interaction plot presenting the changes across hypotheses and continents in average absolute
value of regression coefficients for OLS and spatial analyses.
Table B.3. Results of the linear mixed effects model run on absolute values of regression coefficients
calculated using SARe models. Absolute regression coefficients were compared among hypotheses and
continents; simulation runs and variables were used as random effects. Significant p-values are presented
in bold numbers.Table B.3. Results of the linear mixed effects model run on absolute values of regression
coefficients calculated using SARe models. Absolute regression coefficients were compared among
hypotheses and continents; simulation runs and variables were used as random effects. Significant pvalues are presented in bold numbers.
df

F

p

Hypothesis

2, 2698 1163.45 <0.001

Continent

3, 8991

101.06

<0.001

Hypothesis*Continent 6, 8991

56.27

<0.001

Discussion
As has been previously demonstrated (e.g., Dormann et al. 2007, Beale et al. 2010), when spatial
autocorrelation is present in data, spatial analyses can typically produce better estimates of true
coefficient values than the OLS approach can. In our case, spatial analyses typically produced
coefficient values smaller than OLS regressions, approaching the true value of zero. Despite this
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improvement, however, spatial analyses did not solve the problem we identified with our OLS
analyses: even if a clade has diversified independently of the influence of the environment, this
clade can produce a richness gradient that is statistically correlated with environmental
characteristics.

Figure B.5. Type I error rates for SARe coefficients in each continent. Horizontal dashed line represents
the expected value of 0.05.

Likewise, spatial analyses and OLS analyses agree that the expected-by-chance
correlations between richness and environment are not homogeneous, but change significantly
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among environmental characteristics and among domains of distribution (i.e., continents). Our
evaluation of type I error rates stresses the idea that even the use of spatial regression coefficients
will lead to consistently identifying significant species-environment relationships, even when
these relationships are spurious.
Many other types of statistical analyses have been used to account for spatial
autocorrelation (Dormann et al. 2007). Among them, SARe has been identified as one of the
models with best statistical behavior (Dormann et al. 2007, Beale et al. 2010). Other models, like
generalized least squares (GLS), generalized additive mixed models (GAMM) and Bayesian
conditional autoregressive models (BCA) were also identified by Beale et al. (2010) as good
performing models. It is beyond the scope of this work to compare these different models in their
performance with base on our simulated data. Nevertheless, GLS, GAMM and BCA, despite
being more computer intensive, seem to lead to only marginally different models in most
situations (Beale et al. 2010). Thus, we do not expect other spatial models to be able to fully
correct for the problem of spurious richness-environment correlations that are expected by the
random geographical diversification of clades. However, a more in-depth evaluation of the
performance of spatial models, null models or their integration is required, and will be presented
elsewhere.
Overall our results indicate that, even if a clade diversifies and its species distribute
independently of any environmental effect, some level of species-environment correlations
should be expected by chance alone. The use of spatial analyses is a good way to correct for the
value of species-environment relationships as estimated by regression coefficients. We see the
use of these models as an improvement over the more traditional OLS approach. However, our
preliminary analyses suggest that spatial regressions seem insufficient to solve the problem we
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have identified. This potential for spurious species-environment correlations that change among
environmental characteristics and among domains of distribution should be considered in future
studies.
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APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER 4
ADDITIONAL FIGURES

Figure C.1. Species richness gradients of bats (Phyllostomidae) and primates (Platyrrhini) for all species
and for each range size group. Range size group 1 contains one-fourth of species with the smallest
distributions, while group 4 contains one-fourth of species with the largest distributions. Color gradient is
consistent for all maps within each clade. Gray areas are cells where species richness was zero. All maps
use a Mollweide projection.
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Figure C.2. Variation inflation factor values for Phyllostomidae and Platyrrhini. Black histograms present
variation among 1,000 simulations runs of the stochastic diversification model for each clade. The red
line represents values in analyses of empirical gradients. Because each environmental hypothesis was
evaluated using one model that included only 2 variables, only one panel per hypothesis per clade is
necessary. This figure demonstrates that, in all cases, the variation inflation factor is much less than the
value that is considered to represent collinearity problems (a value of 5 or more; Quinn and Keough 2002,
O'brien 2007).
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Figure C.3. Comparison of effect sizes among multiple predictors of species richness gradients of
phyllostomid bats and platyrrhini primates. Bar graphs on the left present coefficients of multiple
regressions based on ordinary least squares models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding
Hedges' d values after correcting coefficients using results from null model analysis (see text for details).
Light gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray represent environmental heterogeneity, and
intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate significant values (p≤0.05).
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Figure C.4. Changes in simple regression coefficients and Hedges' d values among species groups based
on range size for phyllostomid bats. Bar graphs on the left present multiple regression coefficients based
on ordinary least squares models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding Hedges' d values (see text
for details). Light gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray are variables representing
environmental heterogeneity, and intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate
significant values (p≤0.05).
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Figure C.5. Changes in simple regression coefficients and Hedges' d values among species groups based
on range size for platyrrhini primates. Bar graphs on the left present multiple regression coefficients based
on ordinary least squares models. Bar graphs on the right present corresponding Hedges' d values (see text
for details). Light gray bars are variables representing energy, dark gray are variables representing
environmental heterogeneity, and intermediate gray bars represent climate seasonality. Stars indicate
significant values (p≤0.05).
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EFFECTS OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS ON MODEL FIT AND SIMULATED
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
Each simulation run of my stochastic diversification model varied in a number of ways: 1) ratio
of extinction probability to initial speciation probability, 2) latitude of clade origin, 3) longitude
of clade origin, and 4) average range size of simulated species. Extinction to speciation ratio
varied because of the random decomposition of the initial diversification rate (see main text).
Latitude and longitude of origin varied because the first species was assigned to a randomly
selected cell from throughout South America for colonization. Finally, the average range size of
simulated species varied because range sizes were sampled at random and with replacement from
the empirical frequency distribution of range sizes. I investigated whether this variation in
parameters influenced significantly the outcome of my stochastic diversification model.
First, I used a multiple regression analysis where simulation parameters were used to
explain KL distances. This estimates the effect of simulation parameters on fit of the stochastic
diversification model to the empirical richness gradient. Analyses were repeated for bats and
primates independently. Additionally, I used a redundancy analysis (RDA) to investigate effects
of simulation parameters on simulated species-environment relationships. In this RDA, the
response was a matrix where each row was a simulation run and each column contained
simulated regression coefficients of a different environmental variable. In the predictor matrix,
columns contained each of the varying simulation parameters described above. I ran RDA's for
each clade and range size species group separately.
Simulation parameters could account for a significant amount of variation of KL
distances, determining the fit of the stochastic diversification model to the empirical richness
gradient of both bats and primates (Table C.1; Figure C.6). However, only for bats the amount of
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explained variation was large. The most important simulation parameter was diversification ratio,
which accounted for most of the variation that simulation parameters could explain. As
diversification ratio increased (and hence as speciation and extinction probabilities increased),
KL distances decreased (Figure C.6). Although phylogenetic estimates of extinction rate are
typically zero, fossil data suggest that extinction rates are very high, maybe close to speciation
rates (Ricklefs 2007). The better fit of my model when extinction-to-speciation ratios are high
might be an indication that there is a spatial signal in species richness gradients created by large
extinction probabilities. However, what is the potential effect of extinction on diversity gradients
is poorly understood, and requires further research.
Table C.1. Effects of simulation parameters on fit of simulation models to empirical richness gradients.
The amount of variation that can be accounted for by all simulation parameters as well as by each
individual parameter is presented. All significant values are highlighted in bold font.
Phyllostomidae
Model

Stochastic
diversificati
on

Platyrrhini

Predictor

Explained Variation
(%)

P

Explained Variation
(%)

P

All parameters

40.31

< 0.001

2.55

< 0.001

Diversification ratio

36.44

< 0.001

0.76

0.006

Latitude of colonization

0.06

0.432

0.13

0.257

Longitude of colonization

0.13

0.250

0.02

0.63

Mean range size

5.25

< 0.001

1.49

< 0.001

RDA's indicated that generally parameters and simulation conditions accounted for
significant proportions of variation in null regression coefficients; however, the proportion of
variation explained was typically small (Table C.2). The most variation that could be accounted
for in simulated regression coefficients was 11%, but the mean was only 3.6%. However, when
these analyses are repeated using null coefficients estimated by OLS regression, the amount of
variation accounted by simulation parameters is considerably increased (results not presented).
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These results suggest that a precise estimation of diversification parameters might not be critical
in the use of stochastic diversification models as null models for species-environment
relationships, as long as regression coefficients are estimated by spatial regression models. So
this type of models might be applicable to taxonomic groups for which information on
diversification rates are not available. A more complete evaluation of this issue is necessary,
however.

Figure C.6. Effect of diversification rates (ratio of extinction rate over initial speciation rate) on fit of the
stochastic diversification model to the empirical richness gradients of bats and primates.
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Table C.2. Summarized effects of simulation parameters on variation in null coefficients. Results are
presented for each clade and for each species group. The amount of variation in all coefficients that can be
accounted for by all simulation parameters is presented. All significant values are highlighted in bold font.

Species Group

Phyllostomidae

Platyrrhini

Explained Variation (%)

P

Explained Variation (%)

P

Group 1

1.45

≤ 0.005

0.3

0.770

Group 2

2.04

≤ 0.005

0.57

0.180

Group 3

11.01

≤ 0.005

2.44

≤0.005

Group 4

3.68

≤ 0.005

3.36

≤ 0.005

All groups

5.95

≤ 0.005

5.59

≤ 0.005

Table C.3. Detailed effects of simulation parameters on variation of individual null regression
coefficients. Results are presented for each clade and for each species group. The amount of variation
explained by all simulation characteristics and by each parameter individually is presented. All significant
values are highlighted in bold font.
Phyllostomidae

Platyrrhini

Group

Coefficient

Predictor

Explained
Variation (%)

P

Explained
Variation (%)

P

All

All coefficients
Temperature

All parameters
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

5.95
2.698
1.308
0.065
0.081

0.005
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.420
0.368

5.589
8.946
6.063
0.098
0.115

0.005
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.322
0.284

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.962
1.879
1.665
0.007
0.016

0.002
0.001
< 0.001
0.790
0.686

2.201
11.330
1.105
0.001
0.028

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.001
0.934
0.599

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.102
0.193
0.076
0.080
0.003

0.312
0.735
0.384
0.371
0.867

9.741
2.654
0.128
0.037
0.066

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.259
0.545
0.416

Mean range size
Elevation standard dev.
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.043
0.373
0.079
0.024
0.026

0.512
0.578
0.375
0.623
0.611

2.568
9.520
0.321
0.004
0.010

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.073
0.845
0.754

0.273

0.099

8.874

< 0.001

NPP

NPP standard dev.

Mean range size

Table C.3 continued
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Phyllostomidae
Group

Predictor

Temperature
seasonality

All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Explained
Variation (%)
7.119
0.298
0.009
0.101

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

6.840
0.485
0.021
0.041
0.000

< 0.001
0.429
0.650
0.520
0.984

0.026
0.246
0.060
0.052
0.065

0.610
0.718
0.438
0.473
0.419

Mean range size

0.423

0.040

0.004

0.852

All parameters
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

1.448
2.009
1.505
0.127
0.125

0.005
0.001
< 0.001
0.261
0.264

0.301
0.084
0.031
0.000
0.039

0.770
0.548
0.580
0.948
0.534

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.229
0.420
0.043
0.028
0.079

0.130
0.514
0.515
0.595
0.374

0.002
0.210
0.043
0.048
0.065

0.900
0.735
0.514
0.493
0.422

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.233
1.017
0.723
0.008
0.224

0.127
0.062
0.007
0.771
0.134

0.000
0.170
0.000
0.011
0.020

0.961
0.724
0.991
0.744
0.658

Mean range size
Elevation standard dev.
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.016
0.371
0.048
0.124
0.000

0.692
0.580
0.490
0.265
0.985

0.135
0.137
0.000
0.022
0.036

0.249
0.687
0.996
0.645
0.551

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.187
4.094
3.099
0.105
0.039

0.172
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.306
0.533

0.049
1.138
0.607
0.019
0.132

0.487
0.040
0.014
0.663
0.253

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.685
0.699
0.173
0.022
0.320

0.009
0.211
0.189
0.642
0.074

0.398
0.417
0.024
0.083
0.114

0.047
0.524
0.629
0.365
0.289

Mean range size

0.193

0.165

0.095

0.333

All parameters

2.040

0.005

0.569

0.180

Precipitation
seasonality

Group 1

All coefficients
Temperature

NPP

NPP standard dev.

Temperature
seasonality

Precipitation
seasonality

Group 2

Platyrrhini

Coefficient

All coefficients

Explained
Variation (%)
< 0.001
2.556
0.084
2.306
0.766
0.189
0.314
0.003
P

P
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.170
0.870

Table C.3 continued
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Phyllostomidae
Group

Coefficient

Predictor

Temperature

NPP

NPP standard dev.

Elevation standard dev.

Temperature
seasonality

Precipitation
seasonality

Group 3

All coefficients
Temperature

NPP

All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Explained
Variation (%)
0.662
0.003
0.138
0.189

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Platyrrhini

0.241
0.855
0.240
0.169

Explained
Variation (%)
0.826
0.246
0.018
0.059

0.132
0.117
0.674
0.443

0.403
0.660
0.282
0.153
0.266

0.045
0.243
0.093
0.217
0.103

0.455
0.535
0.304
0.128
0.001

0.033
0.367
0.081
0.258
0.929

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.028
2.321
0.038
0.103
0.050

0.597
< 0.001
0.539
0.310
0.480

0.061
0.612
0.001
0.097
0.091

0.434
0.286
0.941
0.324
0.342

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

2.095
14.178
0.346
0.055
0.051

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.063
0.457
0.477

0.314
0.440
0.227
0.088
0.004

0.077
0.487
0.132
0.348
0.852

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

13.380
1.748
0.204
0.031
0.197

< 0.001
0.003
0.153
0.580
0.160

0.160
0.437
0.138
0.000
0.226

0.206
0.490
0.240
0.984
0.133

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

1.390
0.132
0.030
0.067
0.008

< 0.001
0.680
0.587
0.415
0.784

0.041
0.496
0.134
0.052
0.054

0.523
0.414
0.247
0.472
0.464

Mean range size

0.039

0.535

0.170

0.192

All parameters
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

11.008
13.418
11.205
0.322
0.534

0.005
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.073
0.021

2.444
1.908
0.426
0.047
0.132

0.005
0.001
0.039
0.494
0.252

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

2.087
5.161
4.890
0.143
0.024

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.233
0.623

1.509
2.47
0.046
0.316
0.022

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.498
0.076
0.640

Mean range size

0.214

0.144

2.249

< 0.001

P

P

Table C.3 continued
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Phyllostomidae
Group

Coefficient

Predictor

NPP standard dev.

0.021
0.950
0.765
0.656

Explained
Variation (%)
1.480
0.030
0.462
0.563

0.009
0.587
0.032
0.018

1.254
3.062
0.013
0.002
0.360

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.719
0.880
0.058

0.783
1.040
0.184
0.001
0.055

0.005
0.057
0.175
0.940
0.458

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

2.737
11.664
11.326
0.005
0.351

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.826
0.061

0.797
3.456
0.275
0.427
0.137

0.005
< 0.001
0.097
0.039
0.241

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.062
1.671
1.331
0.028
0.310

0.431
0.004
< 0.001
0.600
0.079

3.016
1.746
1.310
0.003
0.146

< 0.001
0.003
< 0.001
0.870
0.23

Mean range size

0.014

0.710

0.195

0.162

All parameters
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

3.680
1.292
0.921
0.052
0.161

0.005
0.020
0.002
0.471
0.205

3.357
6.188
4.487
0.138
0.222

0.005
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.240
0.136

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.029
0.260
0.220
0.032
0.013

0.592
0.708
0.138
0.572
0.723

1.115
7.600
0.975
0.025
0.005

0.001
< 0.001
0.002
0.618
0.825

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.004
0.536
0.009
0.093
0.015

0.834
0.366
0.765
0.336
0.695

6.297
3.242
0.216
0.448
0.232

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.142
0.034
0.128

Mean range size
Elevation standard dev.
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

0.432
0.548
0.140
0.022
0.004

0.038
0.354
0.238
0.636
0.838

2.796
9.987
0.371
0.004
0.058

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.054
0.835
0.447

0.346

0.063

9.147

< 0.001

Elevation standard dev.

Temperature
seasonality

Precipitation
seasonality

Group 4

All coefficients
Temperature

NPP

NPP standard dev.

All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Explained
Variation (%)
1.280
0.000
0.009
0.020

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Platyrrhini

Mean range size

P

P

Table C.3 continued
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Phyllostomidae
Group

Platyrrhini

Coefficient

Predictor

Temperature
seasonality

All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

Explained
Variation (%)
4.788
0.545
0.197
0.419

Mean range size
All parameters
Diversification ratio
Latitude of colonization
Longitude of colonization

3.901
0.249
0.151
0.014
0.004

< 0.001
0.716
0.220
0.709
0.851

0.013
0.469
0.198
0.217
0.059

0.716
0.449
0.160
0.141
0.441

Mean range size

0.099

0.321

0.090

0.344

Precipitation
seasonality
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Explained
Variation (%)
< 0.001
1.284
0.020
1.279
0.161
0.000
0.041
0.006
P

P
0.020
< 0.001
0.985
0.80

APPENDIX D. R-PACKAGE FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSES AND
SIMULATIONS: MACROECOLOGY
The R-package macRoecology is a collection of functions for the R software environment for
statistical computing and graphics. The functions in this package are designed to perform
common analyses, simulations and data manipulation procedures useful in macroecology and
community ecology. Most of the functions included in the package were developed for this
dissertation. The package will be submitted to CRAN and will be maintained and expanded in
the future. To obtain the version of macRoecology associated with this dissertation, please click
here.
INSTRUCTIONS TO INSTALL MACROECOLOGY
1) If you do not have it already, install R in your computer. You can download R and find
instructions at the R webpage.
2) Download the “macRoecology.tar.gz” file provided in the link above.
3) Start an R session.
4) From inside the R session, run the following code:
install.packages(“/path/to/targz/file/macRoecology.tar.gz”,
repos=NULL)

where “/path/to/targz/file/...” is the path to where the “macRoecology.tar.gz”
file is located in your computer.
5) To start using macRoecology, you initialize the package like you would any other
package:
library(“macRoecology”)
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APPENDIX E. PERMISSIONS TO REPRINT PUBLISHED CHAPTERS
PERMISSION FOR CHAPTER 2
Tello, J. S., and R. D. Stevens. 2010. Multiple environmental determinants of regional
species richness and effects of geographic range size. Ecography 33:796-808.
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PERMISSION FOR CHAPTER 3
Tello, J. S., and R. D. Stevens. 2011. In press. Can stochastic geographical evolution
recreate macroecological richness-environment correlations? Global Ecology and
Biogeography.
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